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C ongress   Elections   Postponed 
Di\ Pepper dene   To   Speak On Honors Day 
21 To Receive 
Commendation 
For Scholarships 
By RON MAYHEW 
Dr. Margaret W. Pepperdene, 
professor of English at Agnes 
Scott College, Decatur, Ga., will 
deliver the key address at 1967 
Honors Day, May 8, in McCoran 
Auditorium, according to Dr. Tul- 
ly S. Pennington, professor bio- 
logy and chairman of the college 
Honors Committee. 
Dr. Pepperdene received her 
B.A. from Louisiana State Uni- 
versity, M.A. and Ph.D. from 
Vanderbilt University, studied 
at Queen's University of Bel- 
fast, Northern Ireland on a Full- 
bright Scholarship, and has been 
a Ford Foundation Fellow, a 
John S. Guggenheim Fellow and 
a Fellow at the Dublin Insti- 
tute for Advanced Studies. 
Prior to joining the Agnes 
Scott English faculty in 1956 she 
taught at Vanderbilt University, 
Nashville, Tenn., and Miami 
University, Oxford, Ohio. She 
has published in the "Irish 
Theological Quarterly," the "Ir- 
ish Historical Review," and the 
"Quarterly Journal of the Royal 
Society of , Antiquaries of Ire- 
land." Dr. Pepperdene is, in ad- 
dition, a member of the Royal 
Society of Antiquaries of Ire 
land, the Medieval Academy of 
Continued on Page 5 
May 3, Is New Date 
For Annual Contest 
The election of Student Congress officers for 1967-68 
has been postponed from April 26, until May 3, accord- 
ing to Robin Olmstead, second vice president of Con- 
gress. He cited complications in the election of next 
year's divisional representatives to Congress as the rea- 
son for the postponement. 
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1967-68 CONGRESS CANDIDATES 
Prospective Officers Receive Briefing on Platforms 
Librarian Honored 
Miss Ollie Mae Jernigan, Ro- 
senwald Library acquisitions li- 
brarian who joined the staff 
last July, has been named as 
the recipient of the 1967 dedica- 
tion of the Southeast Bulloch 
County High School yearbook, 
the "Yellow Jacket." 
A Statesboro native, she at- 
tended Georgia Southern Col- 
lege and graduated with a ma- 
jor in French She has taught in 
and was for 11 years librarian 
at Southeast Bulloch. She was, 
in addition, faculty sponsor for 
the yearbook. 
During her years at Southeast 
Bulloch   she   refused   to   allow 
yearbook staffs to dedicate the 
annual to her, hence the dedi 
cation after she left and could 
no  longer  restrain  their  senti- 
ments. 
According to Head Librarian 
Miss Hassie McElveen, Miss 
Jernigan has been a delightful 
addition to the college library 
staff and only has one pro 
blem. "She's not accustomed to 
working with a budget of our 
size. She says she has too much 
money to spend." 
Branchy Barclay 
Is New 1967 
i'Pantagleize' To Make Debut       Spring Blossom 
[Wednesday, 7:30, in McCroan 
"Pantagleize," spring quarter production of the 
Masquers, will open Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in McCroan 
Auditorium under the direction of Miss Marge Thomas. 
Described as a "stylized" production, the play will 
feature made-up and costumes especially stylized to fit 
each individual actor, a set of odd-shaped platforms to 
expedite action on stage, and a "way out" plot to chal- 
lenge the reasoning of the most astute viewer. 
Mrs. Charles Brown (formerly Miss Jane Lightcap) 
is in charge of advertising for the production and has 
taped spots on local radio and Savannah television. 
Letters, in addition, have been sent to high school prin- 
cipals in the surrounding area, inviting interested 
teachers and students. 
"Pantagleize" will be the first production of the 
Masquers under their new director, Marge Thomas, who 
joined the faculty in fall, 1966. Miss Thomas also work- 
ed extensively with Don Northrip in the direction of 
"South Pacific" last quarter. 
Francis "Branchy" Barclay 
took first place in Wesley Foun- 
dation's annual Miss Spring 
Blossom contest in McCroan Au- 
ditorium last night. The winn- 
ing contestant represented Win- 
burn  Hall. 
The contest included some 13 
entrants vying for the coveted 
title. Miss Shelly "Pansy Potts" 
Boyd, Miss Spring Blossom 1966, 
presented the awards following 
a resume of activities and ob- 
servations during her reign. 
Cherles Exley, instructor of phy- 
sical education, served as mis- 
tress of ceremonies. Entertain- 
ment was provided by popular 
dining hall tenor Carl Hendrix 
and his band, the Royals. 
The program was directed by 
Miss Gail Calloway of Wesley 
Foundation. An estimated 500 
spectators were in attendance. 
Plans Announced 
For '67 Reigious 
Emphasis Week 
Two special programs will 
highlight this year's Religious 
Emphasis Week theme of "En- 
counter With Life." A vesper 
involving students, faculty, and 
outside speakers will be held in 
McCroan Auditorium at 5:30 p. 
m. April 26. It will replace the 
usual Twilight service. Dr. Tom 
P. Watson of the Wesley Mon- 
umental Church in Savannah 
will address students at 10:30 
a.m. April 27, in McCroan Audi- 
torium. 
Stating the purpose of the 
week Mike Maguire, Religious 
Activities Committee spokesman 
said it is to "make the stud- 
ent more aware of spiritual va- 
lues and concerns ... for him- 
self and for others." 
Plans for the week are being 
supervised by the Religious Ac- 
tivities Committee under the 
leadership of Dr. Woodrow Po- 
well, professor of English. Oth- 
{er faculty committee members 
are Dr. Joe Wilber, Walton 
Gibbs, B. C. Waller, and Rob- 
ert Fishburne. 
It was originally decided in 
a special called Student Cong- 
ress   meeting  Tuesday  to  hold 
the divisional elections later in 
the quarter with May 10, as the 
official   deadline   for    divisions 
submitting a list of nominees. 
Wednesday, however, after a 
conference with Mrs. Adyle Hud- 
gins, director of student activi- 
ties, the executive committee 
of   Student    Congress    decided 
that postponing elections for one 
week would be the course of 
action least in conflict with the 
Congress Constitution. 
Olmstead stipulated that a me- 
mo will be sent to all division , 
chairmen    requesting    that    at 
least four nominees for division- 
al posts be designated and sub- 
mitted to Student Congress by 
April 26. Ballots will then be 
printed for executive and divi- 
sional elections the following 
Wednesday. 
Additional candidates for next 
year's executive posts were al- 
so approved in Congress' spe- 
cial Tuesday session. They are 
. Continued on Page 15 
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WHAT'S UNFIT 
Another protest sign appeared last week. It has been ascertained 
that whoever tied it atop the water tower had to do so during 
night hours. He must have come down by 8:30 a.m., however, or 
he would have missed breakfast. 
British Accent Sparkles 
Over Campus Telephones 
By PAT 
Featu 
Have you ever heard "operator" 
spoken with a British accent? If 
you are a dormitory student or use 
the campus phones, you probably 
have. It not, you have yet to look 
forward to the experience. 
Mrs. Maureen (Mo) Bowles is 
the chief operator of the telephone 
switchboard and is the owner of 
the British accent. But that fact 
alone is only one reason she is uni- 
que. 
Maureen, as her friends call her, 
is not only a telephone operator, 
but a friend to many of the stud- 
ents on campus. She tells of her 
birthday party given by the cast 
of "South Pacific" and several 
other students. The crowd rushed 
into the office singing 'because 
we love you" from an insurance 
commerical. According to one of 
the hosts, this party was to show 
their gratitude for her friendliness 
and helpfulness. 
Textbooks can be found hidden 
in the office for people with classes 
upstairs who just have not enough 
time to run back to the Dorm. Mrs. 
Bowles has surprised other opera- 
tors and mothers with information 
about the party they are calling. 
One mother, calling her daugh- 
ter at a dormitory, was puzzled 
when Mrs. Bowles told the long 
distance operator after the party 
could not be reached that she could 
take a message, since she was hav- 
ing lunch with the girl. Doubious- 
GROOVER 
re Editor 
ly the mother asked if the party 
speaking was her daughter's room- 
mate. She was amazed at the fact 
that her daughter was having 
lunch with the operator. She did 
not know Maureen, who occasion- 
ally eats in the cafeteria with her 
student friends. The message was 
delivered. 
Watching Mrs. Bowles at the 
switchboard, one sees that she is 
efficient, but this trait does not 
make her impersonal. She informs 
the caller of the whereabouts of 
the party, who has "checked in" to 
let her know that he is going to 
the student center for coffee and 
will return shortly. Her hours on 
duty are filled with visits by pas- 
sers-by who stop to say hello and 
inevitably stay longer. 
This is not Mrs. Bowles first ex- 
perience as an operator. At home, 
Hertfordshire County, England, 
she worked at a switchboard. 
Married to an Ameircan in the Air- 
Force, she left England ten years 
I 
Mrs, 
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MAUREEN BOWLES CONTROLS ALL OF CAMPUS' 200 PHONE LINES 
In addition to Headline Switchboard, She also Finds Time to Enjoy  Conversations with Passing Students 
"OPERATOR" 
Bowies' British Accent Is Familiar 
years ago and has traveled in 24 
states. She returned to England 
several years ago when her hus- 
band was stationed there for three 
years. She hopes to go back next 
Christmas. She has three children, 
one of whom was born in England 
on their last tour. 
Mrs. Bowles finds the Southerns 
truly friendly, unlike the reserved 
people of the North. She ajusted 
easily to the United States because 
Northernes were like the British 
people, but has enjoyed the neigh- 
borly people of Statesboro on this, 
her first visit to the South. Here, 
she comments, she feels for the 
first time during her stay in the 
United States that she really be- 
longs. 
The song, "Has Anybody Seen 
My Gal?" describes Mrs. Bowles 
with the phrase "five - foot - two, 
eyes of blue." Her petite form 
could become lost from sight in a 
crowd of students, but in her of- 
fice she is quite noticable. Her 
blond hair completes the chatty, 
but charming Briton. 
The weather, especially the 
humidity of Statesboro has caused 
ner discomfort. Moving here in 
July from North Dakota, she re- 
members listening to the weather 
forecasts in hopes that the next 
day would not be any hotter. 
Her children five, six and eight 
years old are fascinated by their 
mother saying, "Good-morning, 
Georgia Southern College, some- 
times call to inform her of hap- 
penings at home. Usually one has 
fought or mistreated the other, as 
all young children will complain. 
Sometimes a student will take a 
minute to tell them to "behave." 
To many of the students, espe- 
cially the "South Pacific" cast and 
members of Masquers, Mrs. Bow- 
les has become a personal confid- 
ant. She learns of their problems 
in school, their social disillusion- 
ments and general complaints. 
Asked to make one general com- 
ment about her six months at 
Georgia Southern (she began work 
last November when the PBX ex- 
change was installed), she laugh- 
ed, "I've," click, buzz—"Good Af- 
ternoon, Georgia Southern . . . 246, 
Thank You," click, "really enjoyed 
it." 
Spring Swing Dance 
Features Three Groups 
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The Saturday night dance for 
Spring Swing will feature "Lee 
Dorsey and the Contours," 
Stars," and "James and Bobby 
Purify." It will be held May 6, 
at the National Guard Armory. 
Tickets for Friday and Satur- 
day night activities will be dis- 
tributed to cn-campus students 
day, after 5 p.m. I. D. numbers 
will be placed on the tickets. 
Off-campus students may pur- 
chase tickets for $2. Tickets will 
be sold to the public for the 
"Little Stevie Wonder"  concert 
Friday night for $2, on a first- 
co:ne, first-serve basis. 
Tickets for the Monday night 
concert featuring "Chad and Je- 
remy" may be purchased from 
brothers of Delta Pi Alpha fra- 
ternity for $2. Admission charge 
for the Lamar Harris Talent 
Show, scheduled for Tuesday, 
May 2, at 8 p.m., will be 25 
cents per person. 
The barbeque Wednesday, May 
3, will be held in Sweetheart 
Circle, beginning at 5 p.m. Stu- 
dents must bring meal tickets. 
The  Georgia   Southern  Concert 
Special Photo 
JAMES AND BOBBY PURIFY 
Slated for Appearance Here During Spring Swing 
Band will play during the bar- 
beque; "The Younger Brothers" 
will play for a street dance, in 
front of the Administration Buil- 
ding, following the barbeque. 
The Scavenger Hunt will begin 
in Sweetheart Circle at 7 p.m. 
on Thursday, May 4. There will 
be three teams per dormitory, 
with ten persons per team.Rules 
for the Scavenger Hunt and en- 
try blanks will be sent to dor- 
mitories. Deadline for entering 
a team in the Scavenger Hunt 
is Monday, May 1. 
"Little Stevie Wonder" will 
appear in concert May 5, 8:30 
p.m., in the Hanner Gym. A 
permanent backdrop has been 
constructed and will be used for 
the first time at this concert. 
The backdrop 'has been made 
by Sonny Bartlett and Hugh 
Darley, art instructor. It will 
feature a college,, in the shape 
of an eagle, with the college 
being made of posters of cam- 
pus events. The backdrop will 
be movable and adjustable to 
different sizes. 
A Tug of War will be held 
at the lakes Saturday, May 6, 
at 2 p.m. Campus organizations 
and dormitories will compose 
the teams; faculty members 
serve as judges. To win the e- 
vent, a team must pull the op- 
posing team into the lake. 
Academic competition will be 
held in the mathematics and in- 
dustrial arts departments. Track 
and field meets are scheduled 
for Friday, May 5, under the 
direction of Ron Oertley, ins- 
tructor of Health and Physical 
Education. Track awards will 
be presented at the Friday night 
concert. The time for presenta- 
tion of other awards will be 
announced later. 
Kappa Phi Kappa 
Chooses Officers 
Kappa Phi Kappa,, honorary 
educational fraternity, elected 
officers Thursday, April 13, for 
the coming year. 
They are: Charles Latimer, 
president; Eddie Griffin, vice- 
president; Dan Drawdy, sec- 
retary; Earl Marsh, treasurer; 
and Jerry Henry, sergeant at 
ams. 
Kappa Phi Kappa met April 
20, for the introduction of pled- 
ges to the fraternity. 
JIM'S HAIR 
STYLIST 
College Gate 
Plaza 
Phone 764-212! 
Wood's Barber Shop 
"Your Head Is Our Business" 
We Specialize in Straightening & Styling 
—UNIVERSITY— —PLAZA— 
•HAROLD    ©HENRY    »TED 
Robson's Home 
Bakery 
76e*e'a TiaSuUtituti 
'Pen, iZucttitcf 
Renter 
TiortA "ZleUHut Street 
7-6o*e 4-3,516 
3FM fc %pti& ... 
LIFE INSURANCE BENEFITS AVAILABLE ONLY 
TO COLLEGE SENIORS 
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
CHECK THESE BENEFrTS: 
t* $10,000 of permanent life Insurance at low 
guaranteed premium 
%* Additional $10,000 in case of accidental death 
^ Guaranteed premium payments should you be 
disabled 6 months or longer 
(^ Option to buy up to $70,000 additional life in- 
surance in the future, regardless of insurability 
... your choice of plans 
1^ Guarantee cash values at any time to meet 
emergent ^|5 
(^ Pre-finan annual premium ... paid off 
automati your policy ia 4 .years 
D Calhoun 
301 South College St. TeL 7644920 
l|! Jefferson JJtaniarii 
HOHI orrie>/aM«cNc*<*R«.N.e. 
Special Photo 
LEE DORSEY 
To Entertain with the "Contours" 
■■■inIH—M—y*mm*k inw wiWdBwir iiwrnw »■» m fit nmt u 
Have You Tried A 
PARAGON PIZZA 
If Not. DIAL 4-2914 
i.nw«i"<m)t>J 
TEACHERS WANTED 
SOUTHWEST, ENTIRE WEST AND ALASKA 
SALARIES $5400 UP-HFREE REGISTRATION 
SOUTHWEST TEACHERS AGENCY 
1303 Central Ave., N. E. Albuquerque, N. M. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
BLUEPRINT FOR YOUR FUTURE 
Let us chart the course*ior your career after college. 
We can tell you about starting salaries . . . skills re- 
quired . . . training needed . . . opportunities avail- 
able. Call us for assistance in finding the right job for 
YOU. There's no obligation whatever. 
DENNISSON 
PERSONNEL 
C CONSULTANTS 
Career Placement for the College Educated 
LENOX   TOWERS   • 3400 '   PEACHTREE   RD..   N.   E. 
ATLANTA  30326 • TEL.   (404)   23I-4762 
SPECIALIZED   RECRUITING   /  TESTING   /  PRIVATE  COUNSELING 
mm t^^mamm 
Editorials 
VOTE? 
There are 18 students running for the five of- 
fices on next year's Student Congress. All appear to 
be qualified and capable for the offices they seek. 
The only problem is that Student Congress needs 
the backing of the student body in order to accomp- 
lish anything next year. The best way to give ap- 
proval to Student Congress is to examine the plat- 
form and capabilities of each nominee, then vote. 
If a large percentage of students vote, there 
can be no question of whether Student Congress 
speaks for the student body. Then the administra- 
tors might be more receptive to Student Congress 
proposals. If students don't vote, Congress' influence 
suffers because it can be argued that it doesn't 
speak for the majority of students. 
Several ideas have been mentioned as possible 
ways to make students take an interest in Congress 
affairs. Perhaps the best solution, in the long run, 
might be to eliminate popular elections and referen- 
dums. Instead, Congress could elect its own officers 
each year. 
The "George-Anne" urges students to vote. We 
agree with a sign that appeared during the latest 
election at the University of Georgia. Written on 
toilet paper, it said, "Wipe out apathy — VOTE." 
HA... GOTCHA 
For a college student, the wildest incidents 
become almost routine. Lately, students have found 
themselves falling prey to the diabolical schemes of 
the maintenance men who insit upon soaking every 
student on campus. 
Upon leaving the Williams Center, a student 
might glimpse the green grass and colorful flowers. 
And there's not a cloud, a sprinkler, or an indication 
of rain in sight. But upon strolling along one of the 
walks leading away from the Center, a student may 
detect sounds of thundering feet and the hasty 
dragging of a hose. Suddenly, the student finds him- 
self drenched and surprised. One can then imagine 
the maintenance man, hidden away behind a tree 
or under a building, having a big laugh over his 
olympian speed and successful prank. Then one may 
wonder why these men feel compelled to drown stud- 
ents. There is always the old joke about the side- 
walks which have been watered for years, and 
haven't grown yet, or the cafeteria hiring men to 
kUl students, so the staff won't have to work so 
hard at preparing the culinary delights that the 
dining hall specializes in. 
Seriously, the campus is at its loveliest during 
Spring. The beauty of the grounds alleviates urges 
of students to simply pack up and leave. Students 
appreciate the efforts to beautify the campus and we 
commend the results. 
AGAIN?? 
Two weeks ago the "George-Anne" editorially 
suggested that the college dining hall implement 
some, sort of system to inform visiting athletes and 
other strangers to the college of their meal-sering 
procedures. 
Apparently dining hall officials have not seen 
fit to erect the suggested signs. All that resulted 
from the editorial was an increase by one dietician 
of her usual rudeness directed toward "George- 
Anne" staff members while in the dining hall. Hope- 
fully this is not an indication of wnat will happen 
any time an improvement suggestion is made. 
As for the original suggestion, we still await 
action. 
Staff Photo — Mike Ayras 
This was the total attendance at Monday's meeting of the entire 
student body. 
Why Not Broadcast Executions? 
Televisions Ratings Should Soar 
By RON MAYHEW 
Governor Lester Maddox re- 
cently stayed the execution of 
a convicted rapist who was 
scheduled to die in the Reeds- 
ville State Prison electirc chair 
a week ago Monday. 
Maddox has publically stated 
that this action does not repre- 
I sent any anti- 
capital punish- 
ment sentiment 
on his part. He 
has added, how- 
ever, that the 
action was tak- 
en to fulfill a 
campaign pled- 
ge. Regardless 
of the gover- 
nor's motives it 
is nonetheless 
desirable to 
bring the issue into public view. 
If nothing else, it will at least 
start people thinking and, in 
turn, formulating opinions. 
Much has been said both pro 
and con on the issue. Most of 
the sentiment in favor of the 
death penalty stems from two 
factors: First, that it is an ef- 
fective deterrent to future po- 
tential criminals; and second, 
that it is a fair and just puni- 
tive action against an individual 
who has committed a capital 
crime. 
Extensive studies have indi- 
cated that the death penalty has 
not significantly curbed the num- 
MAYHEW 
ber of capital crimes. If, how- 
ever, such punitive measures 
are designed to implement an 
eye-for-eye and tooth-for-tooth 
concept of justice, then the judi- 
cial court system is nothing 
more than an elaborate bureau- 
cracy established for the sole 
purpose of administering legaliz- 
ed revenge, although it's doubt- 
ful that many would care to 
apply so strong a term. 
If, however, we are to con- 
tinue the practice, why not 
make it a topnotch nationwide 
production, complete with tech- 
nicolor, multiplex sound effects 
and wide-screen projection. In 
order to guarantee a large 
viewing audience we might sche- 
dule all electrocutions, gassings, 
hangings, shootings, etc.,. im- 
mediately after the 6 p.m. news, 
on all three networks, thus in- 
suring that all viewers, wheth- 
er they prefer Huntley-Brink- 
ley, Walter Cronkite, or Peter 
Jennings, will have ample op- 
portunity to watch. 
No doubt a few stomachs 
would be turned. The remain- 
ing capital punishment propon- 
ents could then be delegated 
the job, whenever the case a- 
rose, of informing wives and 
families of men who were exe- 
cuted by mistake about the of- 
ficial regrets of the state. 
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Insanity, Ulcers 
Plague Students 
During Finals 
Byf! ROBERT SESSIONS 
News Editor 
Mention the last week of each 
quarter and what comes to 
mind? Finals, naturally. "Fin- 
als," that dreaded word which 
becomes a reality all too soon 
for most students. What good 
are finals? Why do we have fin- 
als at all? Final examinations 
have their merits as well as 
their disadvantages. 
Many students have never ta- 
ken a good look at finals and 
tried to under- 
stand the why 
of finals. One 
would have lit- 
tle difficulty ei- 
ther supporting 
Hor denouncing 
final exams. 
First, what is 
"a final exam? 
All a final is is 
a test, usually 
two hours long, 
testing students 
on all material covered in one 
quarter's courses, or as one en- 
terprising student observed, 
"They are the stuff which mak- 
es us go to school an extra week 
for." 
It has been said that finals 
are nothing more than burdens 
and general perpetrators of 
headaches, ulcers and insanity. 
But not always. Many times fin- 
als are instrumental in bring- 
ing up a student's final grade 
at the end of the quarter. A stu- 
dent may have had difficulty in 
mastering a particular equasion 
or an irregular verb conjugation 
at the time of a daily test but 
by the end of the quarter, he 
may be proficient in quadratic 
equasions and impossible-to- 
llearn verb forms. 
Also it is often difficult for a 
teacher to determine how well a 
student really knows material 
being presented. A final exam is 
instrumental in giving the teach- 
er an accurate measure of a 
particular student's ability to re- 
tain knowledge and to predict 
his ability to use such know- 
ledge at any time in the future. 
The review which some teach- 
ers give before that hectic week 
of exams helps to summarize 
their endeavors to convey a cer- 
tain degree of knowledge to stu- 
dents and to refresh their minds! 
On material covered. So why 
not review and then not take an> 
actual final? Simple. It would be 
like practicing football earnest- 
ly for three months and then not 
playing the game. 
It has been argued that too 
much emphasis is being placed 
Ion the outcome of one test. 
Many exams count one-third and 
sometimes as much as one-half 
of a student's total grade. 
So much emphasis placed on 
one test may well prove disas- 
terous to students. The very 
mention of the fact that an ex- 
am is so strategic disturbs some 
students so greatly that their 
ability to function properly dur- 
ing an exam is greatly reduced. 
Also a student's physical well- 
being is often impaired on the 
day of finals because of the 
great pressure placed upon him1 
by the tests. This stress causes 
an inevitable lowering of his 
grade. 
1
 It is evident, however, that the 
disadvantages of final exams 
have a definate edge over the 
advantages. Anything that would 
in any way interfere with an 
accurate interpretation of a stu- 
dent's success in college is com- 
pletely out of place in the aca- 
demic network of a college. 
HHHl^H^^^^M 
Dean Tyson Compares 
U.S. European Schools 
(Ed. note: Dr. Ralph K. Ty- 
son, dean of students, recent- 
ly toured five European coun- 
tries under the auspices of the 
Comparative Education Society 
of the Commission on Internat- 
ional Relations in Education of 
Phi Delta Kappa, national ed- 
ucational professional fraternity 
Following are sonia of his ob- 
servations concerning the edu- 
cational systems.) 
There are six aspects of edu- 
cation in the five European 
countries which I visited which 
pH I wish to ccn- 
contrast. 
The first of 
»• ^"^^ these concerns 
the various atti- 
tudes of univer- 
sity students to- 
wards national 
policies. Ameri- 
can students ex- 
press  themselv- 
I 
TYSON es freely again- 
st such national 
policies   as   the 
war in Viet Nam, the use of the 
bcmb,   the   draft,   and   even  a- 
76e 
By JANET HENRIKSEN 
Come away to Jesus;  from 
your earthly idols part, 
And   take   His  great  salvation, 
for it satisfies the heart; 
He'll   open   to   your   view   His 
treasures  ever new, 
He'll do better for you than this 
world  can  do. 
J. M.  W. 
* *   * 
Prayer is a shield to the soul, 
a sacrifice to God, and a scour- 
ge for Satan. 
—Bunyan 
Christianity is a battle, not a 
dream. 
* *   * 
Life  itself  can't  give  you  joy. 
Unless you really will it; 
Life   just   gives   you   time   and 
space— 
It's up to you to fill  it. 
May this be  every born again 
Christian's desire; 
I need a meek, a gentle, quiet 
frame. 
A heart that glows with love at 
Jesus' Name; 
I want a living sacrifice to be 
To Him who died a sacrifice 
for me; 
My God in me Thy mighty po- 
wer exert: 
Enlighten, comfort, sanctify my 
heart; 
Sweeten my temper, and sub- 
due   my  will, 
Make me like Jesus; with Thy 
Spirit fill. 
* *   * 
What is satisfaction, anyhow? 
The dictionary defines it as be- 
ing, or having enough. Satis- 
faction is found when you can 
use a certain thing or give it 
away; share it with others and 
still have it. A little Irish boy 
once said, "I always knew 
that Christ was necessary for 
my soul's salvation, but I nev- 
er knew till now that He is e- 
nough." HE SATIFIES. 
—A. Van Ryn 
* *   * 
A man there was, and some did 
count him mad; 
The  more  he  gave  away,  the 
more he had. 
gainst the president and his ca- 
binet. 
European student protests are 
usually more orderly, more ra- 
tional, and more sophisticated. 
Also, their protests are general- 
ly aimed at economic or politi- 
cal matters. 
English students protest a- 
gainst national issues similar to 
American students. In France, 
also, students are very invol- 
ved in national issues and take 
strong stands. Italian students, 
as a whole, seem to be quite 
submissive and do not get em- 
broiled in national affairs. Stu- 
dents in Communist countries 
seldom openly express any 
thoughts in opposition to go- 
vernmental policy. There exists 
a very close relationship be- 
tween student leaders and par- 
ty leaders. 
The second aspect concerns 
students rights and freedoms. 
In America, students generally 
are demanding more involve- 
ment in the administration of 
the college, particularly in ar- 
eas they feel are of direct con- 
cern to them, e.g.—curriculum, 
rating of faculty, dormitory 
rules, and guest speakers on 
campus. It is hard to deter- 
mine whether their concerns are 
real or adolescent rebellion a- 
gainst authority. 
In Communist countries, stu- 
dents feel they have a great 
deal of freedom and involvement 
in the administration through 
their student government, which 
is almost completely responsi- 
ble for student life outside the 
class room and carries much 
weight in deciding stipends a- 
warded to students. In acutali- 
ty, however, the students are 
controlled by the administra- 
tion and simply have no histo- 
ry of protest or demonstration. 
English students are becom- 
ing more militant and rebell- 
ious, but, as in America, this 
group only constitutes a small 
percentage of the total num- 
ber of students. In Italy and 
France, students complain bit- 
terly about their lack of free- 
dom to choose courses, large 
lecture classes, and lack of con- 
tact with the faculty. 
Concerning extra or co-curri- 
cula activities, American colle- 
ges are responsible for running 
large programs including athle- 
tics, social activities, lectures, 
etc. In European countries, ath- 
letics are generally not highly 
organized on the college level. 
Activities are usually organiz- 
ed by students, not profession- 
als. 
In East Germany and Russia,, 
compulsory physical education 
programs are established from 
which outstanding athletes are 
chosen to work toward becom- 
ing national champions. Drama, 
literature, and music are de- 
veloped through clubs, and 
those with special talents are 
sent to specialized schools and 
completely subsidized. 
The fourth aspect concerns 
tuition and student finance. In 
America, there is a wide range 
of patterns. Traditionally, stu- 
dents pay for higher education, 
many through summer and part- 
time work. There is a trend, 
however, toward more state aid! 
to higher education. 
In European countries, higher 
education is traditionally free— 
for those who qualify. Russia 
and German Democratic Repub- 
lic come closest to the Ameri- 
can concept of higher education 
for all who can gain from it. 
provide higher education only 
to the top eight to twelve per 
cent   of   the   students,   decided 
by competitive examinations. 
The fifth aspect to be con- 
trasted concerns class attend- 
ance and course organization. 
American colleges generally 
have required class attendance, 
compulsory courses based on 
the credit system, final grades, 
quizzes, and papers. There are 
some large lecture classes, but 
also smaller sections in which 
the professor attempts to know 
the students. 
England, France and Italy 
do not use the credit system 
and have few required courses. 
They have large lecture clas- 
ses, with optional attendance, 
and large examinations to de- 
termine the awarding of de- 
grees. 
The Communist countries do 
not use a credit system either. 
Attendance is required and the 
professors are sometimes avail- 
able to the students. 
The final aspect to be con- 
sidered concerns advising and 
counseling. American adminis- 
trations attempt to make edu- 
cation more personal by utiliz- 
ing professional counselors and 
faculty advisers, 
general make no attempt to of- 
fer personal counseling. Stud- 
ents determine their vocational 
goal comparatively early and 
attend specific schools accord- 
ing to their major field. Compe- 
titive entrance exams determ- 
ine aptitudes and goals of the 
students and they are placed 
accordingly. 
™(Seor0e~Atme 
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Inquiring Reporter 
The Masquers will soon be 
putting on the play, "Pantaga- 
lize." Since it is interesting to 
see what students think this 
word means ,the question for 
this week is: "What do you 
think 'Pantaglaize' means?" 
Alison Griffith, Frosh, Wind- 
er - "It sounds like a disease. 
I hope  it doesn't spread." 
Ann Lanier,. Frosh, Macon - 
"It sounds like something kin 
to petty pants to me." 
Tom Milwee, Soph., Orlando, 
Fla - "Did you say panic lace?" 
Madelyn Spivey, Frosh, Dub- 
lin - "It sounds like something 
I don't want to get." 
Nancy Taylor, Frosh, Atlanta- 
"It sounds like the icing on a 
cake.' ' 
David English, Soph., Haw- 
kinsville - "It might be some 
kind of cookware." 
Mel Middlebrooks, Soph., Ma- 
con - "It sounds like a charac- 
ter from Candide." 
John Panther, Sr., Milledge- 
ville - "A heating instrument 
used  in  ceramics." 
Dick Cross, Soph., Hephzibah- 
"It sounds like Winburn Hall 
with icing on it." 
POLICY ON LETTERS 
All letters must be signed. If, in the judgment of the 
editor, a legitimate reason exists for not publishing the 
writer's name, it will be withheld. The letter must be sign- 
ed, however, for consideration. All letters must conform 
with standards of good taste, this at the discretion of the 
editor. Letters are subject to standard editing for conform- 
ity with style and length requirements. No letter will be con- 
sidered for publication unless turned into the "George-Anne" 
office at least four days prior to publication date. Letters 
published express the opinions of their respective writers 
and not necessarily those of the editor or editorial board. 
GARFUNKEL 
Dear Garfunkel, 
My girl has been griping late- 
ly about the curfew here. I just 
want to know what she can do 
after 11 p.m. that she can't do 
before  that  time. 
I. M. Wundrinn 
Dear I.M., 
She can turn into a werewolf! 
Garf 
Dear Garfunkel, 
I have dated this boy for 
three months, and he still has- 
n't kissed me. What is wrong? 
I know I don't have halitosis, 
because I use mouth wash re- 
gularly. 
Liz Terr Eeen 
Dear Liz, 
Well, you could spit out the 
mouthwash. 
Dear Garfunkel, 
Why did they postpone Stud- 
ent Congress elections? 
Curious 
Dear Curious, 
How could they have elections 
without my name on the bal- 
lot? 
Elect-a-funkel 
Dear Funkel, 
Why have they torn up the 
sidewalk leading to Winburn and 
Olliff Halls and then put a moun- 
tain of dirt in its place? 
Ob.   Structed 
Dear  O.S. 
If you have all faith as to re- 
move mountains, but have not 
combat boots, ye shall not pass. 
G.F. 
Dear   Garfunkel, 
Why did so many candidates 
decline Student Congress nomi- 
nations? 
Put Out 
Dear P.O.'d, 
It was part of a royal con- 
spiracy. The Duke wanted to be 
King and the King wanted to 
be Duke. In the end they both 
got Stapled. 
Garfie 
Dear Garf, 
You always cut physical edu- 
cation and education majors. 
Why don't you ever criticize 
any other majors. 
Pseudo-Intellect 
Dear  P.I. 
I wasn't aware there was any- 
thing else to cut. 
G. Funkel 
Dear Garfunkel, 
Why does that lady in white 
always try to keep us from 
getting two glasses of milk in 
the dining hall? 
Cal   C.   Um 
Dear Cal, 
Lady?? 
Grossfunkel 
Jill Williams, Frosh, Atlanta- 
It sounds like something you 
put on a doughnut." 
Roy McWilliams, Jr., Macon- 
"It's a new approach to campus 
enrichment." 
Andy Wall, Jr., Savannah - 
"Somebody who's got his pants 
glazed." 
Tommy Kennon, Soph., Jack- 
sonville, Fla. - "Is it some kind 
of  laxative?" 
Robert Williams, Soph., Ma- 
con - "I don't understand?" 
Charles Jones, Sr., Atlanta- 
"It sounds like a dirty word to 
me." 
Sonny Batts, Jr., Moultrie - 
"It sounds like something from 
outer space." 
Sim Graves, Soph., Dublin - 
"It sounds like sugar coated 
articles stolen from Winburn 
Hall." 
Donna Boone, Frosh, Hazel- 
hurst - "It sounds like sweet 
seat." 
Selena Mulkey, Frosh, Perry- 
"It sounds like if you turned 
it around backwards you"d have 
glazed panties." 
Paulette Lawrence, Frosh, 
Gainesville - "It sounds like 
shiny leather pants." 
Honors Day 
Continued from Page 1 
America, and the American 
Modern Language Association. 
According to Dr. Pennington, 
this year's honors day speaker 
was engaged at the recommen- 
dation of Dr. David Ruffin, pro- 
fessor of English, who made 
the suggestion when asked to' 
name someone of the qulaity of 
Dr. Marian Irish who, at last 
year's Honors Day, delivered 
what a large number of facul- 
ty members applauded as the 
greatest speech ever delivered 
on this campus. 
Dr. Pennington also released 
this week the list of 21 students 
who will be recognized for out- 
standing scholarship at the Ho- 
nors Day program. To be eligi- 
ble for this recognition, he ela- 
borated, a student must have 
an overall grade point average 
of 3.8 or above for the past 
five academic quarters. The 21 
students, classified by their five- 
quarter averages, are: 
4.1 
Frances Gates Smith, Jeanie 
Carol Yawn. 
4.0 
Lynn Stewart Anderson, Mar- 
jorie Helen Ginn, Marian Carol 
Goodrum, Harriet Griffin, Bren- 
da Fay Woodard. 
3.9 
Thomas Franklin Adams, Mar- 
gie  Elaine  Boyles,  Cynthia Di- 
ane Corr, Horace William Har- 
rell,  Sherry Kaye  Knight. 
3.8 
Elizabeth Ann Bargeron, Pat- 
tie Elaine Brooks, Evelyn Ma- 
rie Brown, Rosemary Burg- 
amy, Judith Anabel Clark, Nan- 
cy Beth Flynt, Claire Halpern, 
Jackie Jet Harville, Patricia 
Ann Prince Scott. 
■■^^■H 
College Paper Wants 
4
 Unlimited Class Cuts' 
From the University of Georgia 
"Red and Black" 
We consider the University 
an institute of higher education 
—a place for young men and 
women to gain knowledge which 
will make them more mature 
citizens of our nation and pre- 
pare them to take their place 
beside the world's leaders. We 
consider this the sole respon- 
sibility of the University facul- 
ty and a large portion of the 
responsibility of the administra- 
tion. 
We, therefore, ask for the abo- 
lition of compulsory class atten- 
dance on the following grounds: 
( 1) There is a great incon- 
sistency in what different in- 
structors define as "compulso- 
ry" attendance; many disregard 
the rule, while others consider 
three absences as " justification 
for a WF. 
(2) The compulsory attend- 
ance rule often gives an indivi- 
dual instructor power which he 
should not justly have, and of- 
ten forces him to judge desire 
for knowledge rather than proof 
of knowledge. 
(3) Many students associate 
compulsory attendace with high 
school,  and act  accordingly. 
(4) Neither the faculty nor the 
administration should have the 
right to judge the methods a 
student employs in learning a 
particular subject. 
(5) Compulsory attendance as- 
sures an instructor of a "cap- 
tive" audience, and relieves him 
of the responsibility of making 
his course interesting and con- 
structive. Some instructors have 
been reported to base their quar 
ter's instruction merely on a 
reading of the required text— 
and, of course, attendance. 
(6) A student pays for in- 
struction, not for the "privilege" 
of attending class. 
We feel that arguments that 
compulsory attendance is for the 
good of the student in that it 
prevents his failing a course 
because of ignorance of what 
is covered in the classroom are 
invalid.  A  student who  cannot 
pass without attending class will 
attend class; a student who 
finds his class interesting and 
constructive will attend class. 
Moreover, it is not the duty of 
the faculty or the administra- 
tion to insure that a student 
pass. It is the responsibility of 
the student, and it is a respon- 
sibility that should be left in 
the hands of the student. 
We would not be in opposition 
to a graduated compulsory at- 
tendance rule that would limit 
the cuts of freshmen and, per- 
haps, sophomores in view of 
their unfamiliarity with the ac- 
ademic demands of higher edu- 
cation. Juniors, seniors and gra- 
duate students, however, should 
have established a pattern of 
learning by the time they ad- 
vance this far in college, and 
should not be required of them. 
Guaranteed C or Fight For Better 
(ACP) — A Colorado State 
University professor has his own 
ideas about grading — he would 
like to give his students a 
choice of receiving a guaran- 
teed C or trying to achieve a 
higher  grade,   the   "Collegian" 
*"■ IHWWIWIMM »■■ wn»iwmwpra«'ittMminiiMi»-r'n>ipiw-'-r T-frr-nmni in •mr-mr^m imwiiair 
We Specialize in 
geniune Italian Pizza 
For Speedy Service 
DIAL 4-2914 
PARAGON "ESTAORANT 
BLUE  SELL, INC. 
You have to 
look for the 
"W" because 
it's silent. 
Mr.Wrangler* 
for wreal sportswear. 
The famous silent "W": you 
don't pronounce it, but you 
must look for It if you want 
sportswear that looks wright 
fits wright, feels wright. Made 
wright' too—many in no-iron 
fabrics treated with the wre- 
markableuWranglok® per- 
manent press finish. Mr. 
Wrangler sportswear is 
here, on campus, in your size. 
Minkovitz Department Store, Statestoro 
JL Mintoitz Depatnent Store, Sylvania 
reports. 
Edward B. Reed, assistant 
professor of zoology, said he 
first proposed the system to his 
classes last quarter "partly in 
fun and partly because a num- 
ber of students had complained 
they were too busy trying to 
make grades to learn any- 
thing." 
The proposal met with mix- 
ed reactions from students in 
his limnology and freshwater 
invertebrates classes. 
The arbitrary grade is based 
on Reed's impression, over the 
years, that a grade of C is a- 
bout average for his classes. 
"I don't plan the grade distri- 
bution this way," he said. 
"That's just the way it hap- 
pens." He added, however, that 
C is not a popular grade. 
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Coeds Vote 'Wet 
n 
'WASQUERA3E 
"BIST a 
G1JIWT 
as. sHnuqir 
auuimm-rww*' wnoMTttll 
By WINSTON MORRISS 
Executive Editor 
Resident women voted April 
5" to eliminate rules concerning 
alcoholic beverages in dormito- 
ries and to extend the curfew 
hours. 
The proposal passed with 375 
affirmative votes to 183 for the 
later hours and retention of the 
ban on drinking and 87 for the 
present curfews. In the Resid- 
ent Women's Association ballot- 
ing, the proposal to lengthen 
hours and allow drinking won a 
clear majority. However, in two 
dorms, Smith and Thomas, the 
idea got a plurality, but not a 
majority. 
A document detailing the new 
system will be distributed to all 
women residents before the sy- 
stem becomes effective. Details 
of the system and the date of 
adoption will be announced at 
a Mass RWA Meeting, Monday, 
April 17, at 7:00 p.m. 
The new hours will be 2:00 
a.m. week nights and 3:30 a.m. 
Fridays and Saturdays for upp- 
er class women. Freshmen will 
be allowed midnight leaves Sun- 
day through Thursday and 2:00 
a.m. leaves on weekends. 
Settling a dispute of last quar- 
ter, the women decided to allow 
upper class women to sign out 
for overnights any time. Fresh- 
men must get special permis- 
sion for overnights on week 
nights and all overnights in an 
unchaperoned off-campus lodg- 
ing. 
The new system of penalties 
stipulates no punishments for 
the first or second offenses, 
but the third will draw a stif- 
fer penalty than before: 8:00 
p.m. leaves on both nights of 
a weekend. The fourth infract- 
ion causes the student to ap- 
pear before the R.W.A. House 
Board. 
The changes in the social pri- 
vileges were preceded by the 
explanation: "In accordance 
with the Emory Code of Con- 
duct which places with the stu- 
dent responsibility for his own 
behavior, the Senatorial Com- 
mittee submits for your consid- 
eration the following suggestions 
which better provide indivi- 
dual opportunity of decision a- 
bout social privileges." 
2 Start Free Seminar Program 
Brunswick, Me. — (I.P.) Two 
Bowdoin College students have 
taken the lead in a unique edu- 
cational venture which they hope 
will produce the ideal learning 
situation. 
Their plan is a Free Seminar 
Program (FSP), designed to 
provide the opportunity for stu- 
dents and professors to join in 
close discussion of topics outside 
the regular core of classroom 
subject matter. With the pres- 
sure of exams, grames, and cre- 
dit removed from a subject, they 
feel the emphasis will then be 
shifted to the interest of the 
participants with the hope that 
something    nearer    the    ideal 
learning situation will be achie- 
ved. 
The seminar topics will be de- 
termined by what members of 
the faculty offer. The students 
suggested that the faculty use 
FSP as the opportunity to teach 
"that course you've always wan- 
ted to teach." The program is 
completely separate from the 
College's regular academic pro- 
gram. 
Originators of the FSP here 
are Robert F. Seibel and Ro- 
land R. Fortune, both juniors. 
Seibel said the FSP will pro- 
duce discussion - oriented se- 
minars on a strictly voluntary 
basis with the faculty members 
acting as guides.         
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'Pursuit of Happiness' 
Proves To Be Puzzling 
New York (NAPS) — Birds 
do it . . . bees do it . . .even 
educated college men do it—but 
they don't learn to fall in love 
in class. An ancient Chinese 
court poet, Hsi Lu Ying, wrote 
that "pursuit is the natural 
condition of man and maiden." 
The American male is Consti- 
tutionally guaranteed his right 
to pursue happiness. But just 
who is doing the pursuing? Mo- 
dern American tradition has it 
that a man chases a girl until 
she catches him—and every- 
one from Eve's serpent to He- 
len Gurley Brown has been gi- 
ving the girls advice. Men, it's 
time to give the girls some of 
their own medicine. Take a few 
tips from some ancient and mo- 
dern experts—and stay ahead of 
the game. 
1. Find out all you can about 
the opposing team—and they 
are a team. Ladies at a medi- 
eval Court of Love got this ad- 
vice from Eleanor of Aquitaine: 
Pretend not to notice the object 
of one's affectidn in a crowd 
of strangers. Never say yes im- 
mediately — instead say "I'm 
thinking." Pretend to be anger- 
ed at some hidden offence, lest 
a man grow too sure of him- 
self. 
And never under-estimate the 
opposition. Queen Eleanor was 
a tough Lady to trifle with— 
she led a Crusade of women 
to the Holy Land and is rum- 
ored to have poisoned her hus- 
band's young girl friend, "the 
fair  Rosamund." 
2. Compliments will get you 
anywhere-but know what you're 
saying. Abu Ibn Tarif—a Ninth 
Century prototype of Rudolph 
Valentino's Sheik—had this to 
say: "Three things a man 
should tell a woman: How love- 
ly is the tinkle of her voice,, 
how soft the touch of her hand, 
how narrow her wrists and an- 
kles.   All   else  is   as  the  taste 
of sand." BUT."one thing there 
is a man should never tell a 
woman: How much sweeter is 
her kiss than those of any oth- 
er. For the wrath of a woman 
compared to another is as the 
wind in the desert." 
3. Be handsome and ship- 
shape in the grooming depart- 
ment—in other words, look like 
the most impressive you. "Ly- 
curgus used to say, "wrote Plu- 
tarch of an ancient Greek states- 
man, "that long hair made good 
looking men more beautiful and 
ill-looking men more terrible.' 
In 16th Century Italy, Count Bal 
dassare Castiglione advised 
courtiers to wash and perfume 
their beards regularly. By the 
middle of the 20th Century, A- 
merican men weren't men un- 
less they looked like close-crop- 
ped escaped convicts or Hessian 
wrestlers. Fortunately, men are 
re-discovering hair—and fortun- 
ately the Old Spice people (Shul- 
ton, Inc.) are making it possi- 
ble for a man to have a neat 
head of hair with Ship Shape, 
their new hairspray for men on- 
ly. 
4. Let her think she's making 
the rules—the Roman poet Ov- 
id figured it out a couple of 
thousand years ago: 
Still stoop to conquer. When she 
thwarts  the  yield; 
Do all her bidding,  thou shalt 
win the  field. 
Thus,  when she  argues,  argue 
on her side; 
What   she   approves,    approve, 
deny what she denied; 
Say and unsay; and, as her face 
appears, 
Smile on her smile,  and weep 
upon her tears. 
5. Never let her know what 
to expect—give her something 
for nothing. There's an Irish 
proverb that goes: "Monday's 
rose is sweeter than Sunday's 
bouquet." Give her something 
Significant,   rather  than   some- 
thing expensive and obvious. 
You'll win points as well as 
pennies. There's an Indian pro- 
verb that compares a maid- 
en's heart to a magnifying 
small, and sees i.Jthing of the 
large." 
6. Any night club comedian 
will tell you—no matter how 
great an act you"ve got, you're 
nowhere without good timing. 
So here's a tip from someone 
who should be one of the fore- 
most authorities on love scenes 
—he's probably seen more of 
them than a Hollywood censor. 
A New York cab driver re- 
ports: "Most kisses begin at the 
35-cent mark. That's after the 
girl has a chance to get settled 
in her seat and the guy works 
up the necessary nerve. For 
those who don't know when to 
kiss a girl, a tip: She's ready 
when she drops her arms to 
her sides. I've never seen it 
fail." 
Well? 
Theta Pi Pledges 
Elect Officers 
Theta Pi Omega sorority has 
named 14 to its pledge class for 
spring quarter, according to 
pledge class president David 
Smith. 
Pledge officers are Cindy Tay- 
lor, vice-president; Nancy Par- 
rish, secretary; Mary Johnston, 
treasurer; Mary Ann Ennis, so- 
cial chairman; Martha Hogan, 
projects chairman; and Frances 
McMahon, sergeant at arms. 
Other pledges are Judy Mc- 
Donald, Dawn Shaw, Sandy Ja- 
mes, Suzy Washburn, Barbara 
Smith, Jo Turner and Candy 
Champion. 
ATTENTION 
* GUYS AND GALS 
MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL 
8 X 10  COLOR   PORTRAIT 
Your Choice BEAUTIFUL NATURAL Color or Oil 
Regular $12.00 Value 
ONLY    $8.49 
Just in time for Summer picture-taking fun 
Kodak 104 Instamatic-outfit 
Only $14.95 
RODGER'S 
Studio and Camera SHOP 
(Formerly Curries 
34 E. MAIN ST. 
CALL - 764-2115 FOR APPOINTMENT 
Expert Color Photography 
™(§eor0e-Annc 
Society 
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STANDING on your head won't impress a lady as favorably as 
the masculine scent of a good aftershave lotion, and a well- 
groomed look. A 16th-century Italian authority on the art of be- 
ing a gentleman started the trend when he advised courtiers to 
perfume their beards! 
¥** ********** ** * * * * + + + 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Welcome Back 
Southern Students 
joy Spring Quarter 
with 
Co/. Sanders' 
Kentucky Fried 
Chicken 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
GO-GO 
BOXES 
Take it from the 
Colonel . . . and go! 
Take home a finger licki-n' good dinner today. 
Three pieces of Colonel Sanders' Recipe Kentucky 
Fried Chicken, plus all the trimmin's. Chicken so 
tender and so tasty, it's North America's Hospi- 
tality Dish."® (And the service is sudden!)' 
We fix Sunday dinner 
seven days a week 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
Xtfttwkij fried ^kiiktn®- 
& On Campus with 
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!", 
"Dobie GiUis," etc.) 
REQUIEM FOR A SQUARE 
You, like any other lovable, clean-living, freckle-faced 
American kid, want to be a BMOC. How can you make it? 
Well sir, there are several ways, none of which will 
work. 
You're too puny to be an athlete, too lazy to be a valedic- 
torian, and too hairy to run for Homecoming Queen. 
As for becoming a best-dressed man, how are you going 
to buy clothes with a miser for a father? 
Are you licked then ? Is there no way to make BMOC ? 
Yes, there is! And you can do it! Do what? This: 
Become a hippie! Get cool! Get alienated! Have an 
Identity Crisis! Be one of-the Others! 
How? Well sir, to become a hippie, simply follow these 
five simple rules: 
1. Read all of Tolkien in the original dwarf. 
2. Have your Sophomore Slump in the freshman year. 
3. Wear buttons that say things like this: 
NATIONALIZE DAIRY QUEEN 
ASTHMATICS/UNITE 
LEGALIZE APPLE BUTTER 
HANDS OFF AIR POLLUTION 
4. Go steady with a girl who has long greasy hair, a gui- 
tar, enlarged pores, and thermal underwear. 
5. Attend Happenings regularly. 
This last item may require some explanation, for it is 
possible that Happenings haven't reached your campus 
yet. Be assured they will because Happenings are the big- 
gest college craze since mononucleosis. 
A Happening, in case you don't know, is the first form- 
less art form. Things just happen. For example, eighty 
naked men come out and squirt each other with fire hoses 
containing tinted yogurt. Then eighty more naked men 
come out and light birthday candles in the navels of the 
first eighty men. Then one girl, clothed, comes out and 
pulls three thousand feet of sausage casing through her 
pierced ear. Then eighty more naked men come out and 
eat a station wagon. 
There is, of course, a musical accompaniment to all 
these fun things. Usually it is "Begin the Beguine" played 
by 26 trench mortars, a drop forge, and a rooster.   . 
There used to be, some years ago, still another require- 
ment for becoming a hippie: a man had to have a beard. 
But no longer. Beards were worn in the past not so 
much as a protest, but because shaving was such a painful 
experience. Then along came Personna Super Stainless; 
Steel Blades. 
Today if you don't want to shave, well, that's your 
hangup, isn't it, baby? I mean when you've got a blade 
like Personna that tugs not neither does it scrape, what's 
your copout, man? I mean like get with it; you're living 
in the past. Shaving used to hurt, used to scratch, used'to 
gouge, used to give you all kinds of static. But not sfhce 
Personna. It's a gas, man. It's a doozy; it's mom's apple 
pie. You dig ? 
I mean, man, you still want a beard? Crazy! But you 
don't have to turn your face into a slum, do you? Shave 
around the bush, baby, neatly and nicely with Personna. 
I mean like Personna comes in double-edge style and 
Injector style too. I mean like any way you try it, you 
gotta like like it. 
*      *      * © 1967, Max Shulman 
Hey, man, like how about doubling your shaving cool? 
Like how about wilting those craxy whiskers with some 
Burma-Shave? Like regular or menthol? Like have 
you got a better friend than your kisser? Like treat it 
right, right? Ye-yel 
T 
'War and Peace' 
To Be Shown 
The next free movie will be 
"War and Peace," starring Au- 
drey Hepburn, Henry Fonda, 
Mel Ferrer, Vittorio Gassman 
and  Anita   Ekberg. 
The movie is based on the 
novel by Leo Tolstoy which tells 
Russia, and the grief and hard 
ship which resulted. The Rus- 
sian plan to allow the Russians 
an empty victory over Moscow 
proves effective, and the final 
defeat takes place at Berezina. 
The 19th century Russina life is 
depicted with personal stories 
of many characters, love af- 
fairs,  and philosophical  quests. 
Entertainment 
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SENIOR RINGS     1 : 
Eliot Battle, representa- | 
tive for Herff-Jones Com- 1 
pany, will be in the lobby 1 
of the Williams Center 1 
Tuesday, April 25, from 8 1 
a.m. until 3 p.m. to take § 
orders for senior rings. 
&tte    ^c*t6& 
Frances Drawdy, a senior 
Early Elementary Major from 
Brunswick, is engaged to Jack 
McLead, a graduate from Swain- 
sboro. Jack received his B.S. in 
Math in March and is now 
teaching in Albany. Wedding 
plans are for December. 
Kathleen Francis O'Hara, a 
junior from Brunswick, is en- 
gaged to Allen Gill. Allen is a 
sergeant serving in Dang Ha, 
Viet Nam. Wedding plans are 
for December. 
Glenda Johnson, a senior from 
Broxton, is engaged to Kenneth 
Martin, a graduate from St. 
Louis, Mo. Glenda is to receive 
her B.S. in business education 
in June. Kenneth completed re- 
quirements in March for a B.S. 
in physica leducation. 
Janeen Curl, a senior from 
Riverdale, is engaged to Ray 
Josey, a graduate from Davis- 
boro. Janeen will receive her B. 
S. in business education in 
June and Ray completed his 
B.B.A. in general business in 
March. A summer wedding is 
planned in Thomson. 
Laura Smith, a senior from 
Brunswick, is engaged to Hugh 
Barr, a graduate from Marshall- 
ville. Laura will receive her B. 
S. in business education in Au- 
gust. Hugh received his B.S. in 
Business Administration August 
1966. The wedding is to be May 
28. in Tifton. 
Tke \/Hul Smatmd 
Finest Quality—By Harker China Company, America's Oldest 
Satin Ironstone 
Stixofia f4vaccuta 
SAVINGS OF MORE THAN 50% ON 
OPEN STOCK COMPLETER ITEMS! 
YES, you can own this beautiful Satin Iron- 
stone Dinnerware for only 9c per piece just 
by trading with us. With each $5.00 in trade 
punched on merchandise card, you may buy 
one piece for only 9c (values up to $1.80). 
Pick up a merchandise card and start toward 
your complete set today! 
-with $5.00 «s Trade 
Punched on Merchandise Card 
SAVE UP TO 
90%! 
Values to $1.80 for only 9t 
Oven Proof 
Dishwasher Safe 
Craze Proof 
Chip Resistant 
Detergent Proof 
Color Fast 
Imagine! A complete 48-pc. 
service for 8 ($48.80 value) 
for only $4.32! Or a 72-pc. 
service for 12 ($73.20 value) 
for only $6.48. . . . Build as 
large a set as you wish. 
"Where the Crowds Go" 
COLLEGE PHARMACY 
University 
Plaza Center 
r ; 
I 
Solo Concert Guitarist 
To Appear Here April 25 
By  SANDRA  WITHERINGTON 
Staff Writer 
Francisco Espinosa, Spanish 
Flamenco guitarist who will 
play in a concert Tuesday, Ap- 
ril 25, has played the guitar for 
almost all of his 36 years. The 
versatile instrumentalist, who 
studied with both classical and 
Flamenco masters in his native 
Cadiz, has a vast and all-en- 
compassing  repertoire. 
Francisco Espinosa was born 
in Jeren dela Frontera, Spain, 
the cradle of Spanish guitarists. 
He is the son and grandson of 
professional guitarists and ins- 
tructors of the art. Espinosa's 
first guitar was made to be pre- 
sented to him at his seventh 
birthday celebration. 
After years of intense and de- 
voted study, he had mastered 
the instrument and had become 
a professional by the time he 
reached the age of 15. 
During the ensuing years, Es- 
pinosa toured throughout Eur- 
ope and Asia in solo concert and 
as accompanist for some of 
Spain's greatest artists. 
A highlight in his career came 
in 1956 when Espinosa was ho- 
nored by the President of the 
French . Republic. It was in 
March of that when President 
Coty presented him with the 
"Grand Prix de L'Academie 
Francaise du Disque." It was 
this recognition that brought him 
to the attention of American im- 
pressarics and before the years 
end he was contracted for his 
first tour of North America. 
Since then Espinosa has divid- 
ed his time between solo con- 
cert work in the United States 
and Europe and as Solo Guita- 
rist for the Jose Greco Com- 
pany and, more recently, The 
Jose Molina Bailes Espanoles 
Company on world tours. 
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Today Thru Saturday 
ACADEMY AWARD 
WHAM ?;-.& 
Special Photo 
FRANCISCO ESPONOSA 
Guitarist Is Final 1966-67 CLEC Attraction 
ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE 
Saturday, Apr. 22 — Old South Ball (Formal), National 
Guard Armory, Gamma Sigma Upsilon and Theat 
Pi Omega. 
Tuesday, Apr. 25 — Campus Life Enrichment, McCroan Au- 
ditorium., 8:15 p.m., Francisco Espinosa, Guitarist. 
Wednesday, Apr. 26 — Mat Dance, 6:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Apr. 27 — "Pantagleize", Masquers, McCroan Au- 
ditorium, 7:00 p.m. 
Friday, Apr. 28 — Baseball, Florida State, 3 p.m. 
"Pantagleize," by Masquers, McCroan Auditorium, 
7 p.m. 
Saturday, Apr. 29 — Baseball, Florida State, 3 p.m. 
"Pantagleize," by Masquers, McCroan Auditorium, 
7 p.m. 
Iff MARVIN 
•ifFONDA, „»«_—=„. 
INCLUDING 
PICTURE-ACTOR 
E ACTRESS—SUPPORT- ■_ JNG ACTRESS 
SSCREENPLAY-ART 
TDIRECTION-COSTUMIS 
AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
MUSIC SCORE 
VIVIEN LEIGH 
as the divorcee 
SIM0NES1GN0RET 
as LaContessa 
JOSE FERRER 
as an angry man 
LEEMARVIN 
as the ballplayer 
OSKARWERNER 
as the Ship's Doctor 
ELIZABETH ASHLEY 
as trie artist's sweetheart 
A Goldstrangler of a SALE now at 
The EAGLE. To help the college 
student save their much needed 
"gold", we have cut prices on 
men's and ladies traditional 
clothing. 
See us now for best selections 
Sunday & Monday Only 
ROBERT STAGK 
ELKE SOMMER 
AndNANGYKWANasHNA 
GMRISTIANfl 
DEANSGATE 
AUSTIN     HILL 
HUNTER    HAIG 
SIR FOR HER 
COS   COBB 
The 
I deadly 
search 
for the 
^Peking 
Medallion 
that turned 
them all 
into... 
S^RRI1PT OMES {Tuesday ^Wednesday 
"'ZORBA THE GREEK9 
IS A DECIDED 
MUST-SEE! 
Anthony Quinn's Zorba 
possesses all the energies 
and urges of the great ones 
ofhistorvand myth." 
— Bos/ey Crowlher, New York Times 
, ANTHONY QUINN 
-ALAN BATES-IRENE PAPAS 
MICHAELCACOYANNIS PRODUCTION 
ZORBA THE GREEK' 
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iFor Treasurer ^^^» 
Kirkland Advocates Judiciary, 
Teamwork As Congress Project 
For President 
By JIMMY KIRKLAND 
Although the office of Treas- 
urer is not usually held in as 
high esteem as other offices and 
though it may nat seem as impor- 
tant as the others it is a very 
integral part of the Student Con- 
gress and should receive just as 
much consideration as to whom 
should fill the position. 
Although each office should be 
filled with the best qualified per- 
son running for the office, the 
Student Congress members com- 
prise a team—the most strate- 
gic team on the GSC campus. 
They must be chosen as such. 
Hence, the student is faced with 
the task of not only selecting who 
he thinks is the best for each 
office, but also who he thinks 
will make up the best "team" 
to lead the student body. 
Asked to comment on a \ stu- 
dent judiciary for Georgia Sou- 
thern College, I feel that it 
would be very beneficial for the 
students; especially since there 
has been "in the past some dis- 
sention in the administration's 
handling of disciplinary pro- 
blems. I further feel that a ju- 
diciary composed of students 
would be more accepted by the 
students, not only because it is 
natural to be "against the ad- 
ministration," but also be- 
cause it is natural to be "again- 
st the administration," but also 
because it is more acceptable 
to be judged by one's peers than 
by some other group. 
As far as being qualified for 
holding an office of such re- 
sponsibility, I have held several 
previous offices. In high school, 
I was president of the fresh- 
man class, treasurer of the so- 
By  JOE  McDANIEL 
The office of the Georgia 
Southern College should be one 
which, as the duties of Presi- 
dent state, gives the students 
a voice in the student govern- 
ment. In the election of a presi- 
dent, the voters should elect 
a person who is able to get a- 
long with people, a person who 
can take charge, and one who 
is a leader. 
I feel that to have a success- 
ful Student Congress takes a 
complete slate of officers who 
are willing to cooperate with 
each other, the students, and 
the administration. The presi- 
sident should be able to com- 
municate   between   the   student 
KIRKLAND 
phomore class, vice president of 
the junior class, and president 
of the senior class. In college, 
I have served on several com- 
mittees, and I was nominated 
for president of the sophomore 
class and vice president of the 
junior class. 
I feel that I indeed qualify 
for this office of responsibility, 
and I hope that you will sup- 
port me in this most import- 
ant campaign. I will not only 
pledge myself to the duties of 
the office of treasurer but ev- 
en moreso to the task of work- 
ing with the others of Student 
Congress in making GSC the 
best yet. 
I sincerely seek and will ap- 
preciate your vote and sup- 
port in this important election. 
"ALL THE WAY WITH J.G.K." 
Thank you, 
Jimmy G. Kirkland 
'Cooperation Key Word 
In McDaniels' Platform 
body and the administration, 
something which has been lack- 
ing in the past. 
If the students of Georgia 
Southern elect me to the Presi- 
dency of the Student Congress, 
I shall do my best in represent- 
ing them. I feel that coopera- 
tion will be the key to a better 
working relationship with the 
administration and that more 
and better student activities 
may be obtained from this co- 
operation. 
Concerning the matter of a 
student judiciary system, I feel 
that such a committee would 
greatly improve many of the 
present conditions on the Geor- 
gia   Southern   campus.   In   the 
past there has been much con- 
cern and dissention from the 
students and the administration 
on various matters concerning 
the dismissal and punishments 
of students. Further, feel that 
capable students in judicial posi- 
tions would be a vast improve- 
ment over the way punishable 
acts are handled today. 
I think students at Georgia 
Southern are intelligent enough 
to accept punishable actions by 
such a committee on grounds 
that the committee acted in a 
fair, just manner. I think the 
students are ready for such a 
system to come into effect and 
that if it is handled correctly, 
it could an asset to the school. 
For First Vice - President- 
Price Declares Program 
By SAMMY PRICE 
In announcing a platform for 
first vice president of the Stu- 
dent Congress, you immediately 
ask yourself this question, "Why 
bother? Everyone knows a vice 
president doesn't do much, and 
a vice president of the Stud- 
ent Congress, what in the name 
of creation can he do?" I hope 
I can truthfully answer that by 
saying, "A lot, with your help." 
In writing this platform, we 
were asked to deal at least in 
part with the need for the crea- 
tion of a Student Judiciary. 
Much needs to be said on the 
subject, and I am sure it will 
be well covered by the other 
candidates, so I would merely 
like to say that, "I know we 
need a Student Judiciary There 
must exist some form of ap- 
peal; the arbitrary decision ot 
some Dean must not be allow- 
ed to be the final word. The idea 
of appeal does not mean the ov- 
erruling  if  any  administrative 
For First Vice - President 
Walls Wants Reno\ation 
By HAL WALLS | 
I am a junior industrial arts ' 
major from Marietta, Ga. Pre- 
sently on the Student Congress, 
I  am  also  a  member  of   Iota 
Alpha   Aau   fraternity   holding 
the office of corresponding se- 
cretary, a member of the 
Branne Hall house council, and 
presently employed as a student 
assistant for Metal Technology. 
If elected, my main objective 
will be to strive for a better 
relationship between the stu- 
dent body and the administra- 
tion. Being chairman of the 
Homecoming Committee,  I will 
work hard with the committee 
to organize a homecoming weel: 
filled with appropriate activi- 
ties, scheduled in such- a fash- 
ion that no problems can arise. 
As head of the social com- 
mittee, I shall bring together' 
the social chairmen of dormito- 
ries, fraternities, and other such 
afficers  in  order  to  create  an 
afficiently operating committee 
responsible for its actions. I 
will also help on other activi- 
ties such as the Christmas tree 
all general elections, orientation 
week, and any other activity in 
which I could render my assis- 
tance. 
The idea of a student court 
being organized on campus has 
been brought to my attention. 
I really feel that we need a stu- 
dent   court   composed   of   both 
faculty members and students. 
The sooner such a judiciary 
can be established, the sooner 
"just" judgements can be start- 
ed on campus. This body could 
be used as an appeals court for 
people receiving major call- 
downs. Also the body could be 
used as a probation agency, 
and create rules and regulations 
toward a student, dormitory, or- 
ganization, cr fraternity being 
put on probation. This vote by 
the court would be more "just" 
than the judgement cast by on- 
ly one or two people.' 
A few of the ideas I would 
like to see presented before stu- 
dent Congress, the administra- 
tion, and the student body next 
year would be such ideas as a 
coliseum for social activities 
large enough so no one would 
ever get turned away from its 
doors because of over-capacity. 
I would like to see social fra- 
ternities formed, and all frat- 
ernities allowed to construct 
fraternity  houses. 
I would also like to bring 
forth the idea of on-campus stu- 
dents not being required to pur- 
chase the $105.00 meal ticket 
each quarter. Instead, students 
could  choose  between no meal 
ticket, the $20.00 meal ticket, 
the regular on-campus meal ti- 
cket, or a new meal ticket—a 
two-meal-per-day ticket purcha- 
sed as the regular three meal 
ticket is purchased. 
Since we have no real student 
center, I would like to see one 
built which would house pool 
tables, ping pong tables, chess 
rooms, dart rooms, and such: a 
place where one could have re- 
laxation  without  cost. 
If elected, I will do my best 
to adequately perform the du- 
ties of first Vice-President of 
Student Congress by the fulfill- 
ment of my platform and any 
other additional services I can 
perform. 
Thank you, 
Hal M. Walls 
function, but it does mean a 
full and fair hearing before 
the issuance of any punish- 
ment. 
College presidents and other 
administrators have long been 
fashioned into villains. This is 
not true of our administration; 
but in many ways they are 
people behind the times. They 
are trying to enforce old, anti- 
quated Puritan ideals in a world 
of change. The right to vote is 
the first principle of self-gov- 
ernment. If you do not exer- 
cise this, right, then do not knock 
the administration, for they're 
doing what you and I, in our 
apathy, seem to approve. 
I would like to list some pro- 
grams being tried at other in- 
stitutions and some needs of our 
school. I would appreciate your 
views on any of these subjects: 
(1) The need for the creation of 
some sort of psychiatric guid- 
ance or counseling program. 
(2) The origination of ideas for 
sourses from students. 
(3) The growing movement to 
reduce some of the pressures 
of grades, by the use of a 
pass-fail grading system out- 
side of the major field. 
(4) The need for keeping the li- 
brary open on Sunday. 
(5) The need for a want-ad 
section in the George-Anne. 
(6) The  need  for  an  open-air 
pavilion to be used for dan- 
ces, concerts, exhibitions, etc. 
If you, the students of Geor- 
gia    Southern    College,     want 
change then we'll do our dam- 
nest  to  get  it  done;   but  you 
must show an interest, We must 
substitute  planning  for  confus- 
ion, purpose for indifference and 
direction for drift and apathy. 
For First Vice - President 
Lie-Nielsen Desires 
Student Cooperation 
By CHARLES LIE-NIELSEN 
The functions of "the" Student 
Congress should be such that 
through them it is possible for 
students, by applying democra- 
tic means, to participate in 
maintaining and improving an 
environment in which freedom 
of each is tempered by justice 
for all. 
The position of the Student 
Congress in the administrative 
structure of the college should 
be such that students partici- 
pate in the real problems of 
the school at all of their levels 
of solution: planning, policyma- 
king, administration, and man- 
ipulation; and in all areas of 
college life where decisions are 
made that affect students. 
The Student Congress should 
recognized by the administrat- 
ion, the faculty, and the stud- 
ent body as having authority 
to represent student opinion and 
to accept responsibilities for the 
student body, and to organize 
and administer the duties that 
result from those respon 
sibilities. A Student ju- 
ciary would consist of students, 
with the power to decide upon 
cases involving student rights. 
However, Congress should pro- 
ceed with caution in this mat- 
ter of the student court and act 
only after conducting a thorough 
investigation of the best sys- 
tems in use in other colleges an 
of the necessity and desire for 
such a court here. 
The present second vice pres- 
ident has maintained a close re- 
LIE-NIELSEN 
lationship between Student Con- 
gress and the student body and 
if elected I plan to strengthen 
this association. I plan to work 
through the Committee of Cam- 
pus Organizations, which the Se- 
cond Vice President heads, to 
co-ordinate activities of the va- 
rious organizations. 
With a mutual cooperation of 
the student body, various or- 
ganizations, and the administra- 
tion, a relaxation of the res- 
traints existing between these 
groups can be achieved. Hope- 
fully, during the coming year, 
a more broadminded attitude 
will be taken concerning regu- 
lations which have long-past 
needed   reassessing. 
r^> 
jFor Second Vice-President 
IFincher Cites Need 
For Student Activity] 
By DURWOOD FINCHER 
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To write a composite total 
of all my hopes for Student 
Congress is difficult. I share 
many of the gripes of most stu- 
dents. Those which concern me 
most are: 
(A) Better student-administra- 
tion relations. I feel that a more 
personal relationship among 
these two groups will have a 
very direct affect on the school 
in general. I fell that more can 
be accomplished among people 
who are placed in a favorable 
atmosphere with a definite pur- 
pose. With these two groups of 
individuals working together for 
a specific goal, more can be de- 
veloped than just a mere solu- 
tion for the existing problem. 
A feeling of unity can be de- 
veloped. 
(B) Better relations between 
students and discliplinary ac- 
tions. This is one of the more 
demanding jobs placed in the 
hands of the administration. But 
by having a unity of both col- 
lege administrators and college 
student representatives, a more 
effective plan of action may be 
reached. Besides the mere re- 
presentation of the students, it 
would give a more demanding 
impact on the students them- 
selves. 
(C) Give students a voice in 
the actions taken concerning fel- 
low students. This aspect of my 
idea of student judiciary would, 
I hope, entail all phases of pro- 
blem solutions, and theiir ob- 
jectives. This would be an ideal 
time to try to incorporate a 
system of appeals that would 
be made up of college admini- 
strators and college students. It 
would work on much the same 
basis as that of an honor school 
system. In this way, the stu- 
dents themselves would have a 
voice in decision making poli- 
cies. Obviously, this voice would 
be in the sense as that of a 
suggestion, or a possible solu- 
tion. 
(D) Have students serve on a 
panel with the staff of Williams 
Center, and dining hall. This 
idea is designed to try to work 
with the personnel of the Wil- 
liams Center in order to alle- 
viate problems, promote good 
will, and establish a possible 
better policy. The Williams Cen- 
ter, and dining hall are contin- 
ously receiving bitter remarks, 
and cuts that could possibly be 
alleviated by establishing this 
panel.   Again,   this  plan  would 
be designed to bring together 
the two opposing foes and unite 
them in one accord. 
(E) Promote student partici- 
pation and interest in Student 
Congress. This plan is one that 
seems to pop up every year. 
The obvious reason for non- 
participation is lack of interest 
among the students. As the cli- 
che puts it, "You can lead a 
horse to water, but you can't 
make him drink." Well, it could 
be that the "water" is distaste- 
ful and stale. I would like to 
see this "water" made fresh 
and  alive. 
(F) Bring more cultural acti- 
vities to campus. Some of you 
probably just quit reading this 
article, but I am serious in this 
idea. I will have to admit that 
the efforts of the Campus Life 
For President 
Duncan Aims Toward 
Judiciary , Grade Scale 
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Enrichment Series have been 
very rewarding. I only hope that 
these can be expanded in the 
future. Again, the interest of the 
students plays a major part in 
this plan. It is very disheartn- 
ing to go to a dance and see 
1,500 students one week, and the 
next week go to the Campus 
Life Series program and see 
200 students. 
I hope I have given some indi- 
cation as to what I would like 
to see brought about in next 
years Student Congress. These 
plans and ideas will only work 
if you, the student will allow 
them to. One good way to start 
a rennaisance on this campus 
would be for each of you to go 
to your respective dorms and 
VOTE. 
By LARRY DUNCAN 
As a result of seemingly po- 
wer vested in the office of the 
Personnel Deans, the lack of 
knowledge relative to the stud- 
ents which the administration 
uses in its judgement of them, 
and the need for some student 
voice in the administrative ac- 
tivities, there is a need for a 
judiciary system composed both 
of students and college admin- 
istrative personnel. 
I can cite an instance; I'm 
sure there are others, in which 
the administration has suspend- 
ed students because of a single 
act. In some cases these stud- 
ents had not been previously 
destructive in any manner. It 
is my opinion that these stud- 
ents have not been justly treat- 
ed. According to the rules re- 
gulating student activities, sus- 
pension   will   be   imposed   only 
after a student has "repeated- 
ly" violated college regulations. 
At present it appears that the 
administration is using its po- 
wer to circumvent this regula- 
tion. 
By having students, as well 
as the administration represent- 
ed on the judiciary system, re- 
gulations governing students' 
activities  would  have   a  more 
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precise  and  just interpretation 
heretofore lacking. 
At one time a committee was 
almost formed at Georgia Sou- 
thern which would have work- 
ed with the community in the in- 
terest of both college  students 
and the townspeople. As a re- 
sult of lack of interest on the 
part of students,  this  commit- 
tee never became active. I feel 
strongly   that   this   committee 
should be revived. The students 
For First Vice-President- 
Djkes Wants Judiciary 
By  KENT   DYKES 
Two quarters ago I was chair- 
man of a committee to aid off- 
campus students. The question 
of a student committee to help 
in the judgement of discipline 
was   to   be   one   of   my   major 
points. My proposal was to form 
a committee of students to aid 
the administration in major de- 
cisions on discipline matters of 
fellow students. I felt that an 
"Administration Discipline Com- 
mittee" could be aided by views 
from the students. At that time 
the administration felt that the 
idea  was  not  feasible  because 
students would not support it. 
The idea was dismissed as are 
many by the administration. 
I   feel   now,   as   I   did   then, 
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that a committee of students 
should have an active voice in 
the student judiciary activities 
of the administration. I feel this 
much has been said about cer- 
tain undemocratic practices of 
the  administration. 
The Student Judiciary Com- 
mittee could easily remedy this 
situation. They could be of val- 
uable assistance in decision ma- 
king and I believe students 
would support the committee. 
By next Fall quarter, the sit- 
uation should be right to again 
instigate the committee. I be- 
lieve the students would demand 
the right and the administration 
would welcome the interest. If 
I am elected first vice presi- 
dent, I will push the idea of a 
Student Judiciary Committee 
with every power that I have. 
I will be a representative of 
the wishes of the student body. 
I will be open to any sugges- 
tions from any individual or 
group of individuals. I will not 
be a pawn of any campus group 
or of any school authority. I 
will be a representative of the 
whole  student body. 
As First Vice-President of thi 
Student Congress, my dutie- 
would be to coordinate the sc ■
cial activities of the school. I 
Promise that the school will 
maintain the high quality c'f 
past social ctivities and, with 
the proposed increase in the 
Student Congress budget for 
year, I can assure you of only 
the best in entertainment for the 
coming year. 
Next Wednesday when you go 
to vote for your Student Con- 
gress officers, remember—"To 
a Voter it's a Kent" for first 
vice-president.  
of Georgia Southern are a part 
of the community and make a 
tremendous economic contribu- 
tion to the city of Statesboro. 
In some cases the treatment 
students receive and the prices 
they are charged for services 
and products are grossly out of 
line. 
I feel that it would be in the 
interest of both students and the 
community if the committee 
were to become active once a- 
gain. 
Through   this    committee    it 
would be possible for prices to 
be lowered and better relations 
between college students and 
community  businessmen   could 
be developed. The businessmen 
cooperating with this committee 
might receive a window decal 
which would be displayed in the 
stores indicating approval of the 
committee. Seeing this sticker, 
the students would be assured of 
courteous and fair service from 
the business. 
Why isn't every division on 
a uniform grading system? A 
student entering a certain divi- 
sion with a B from another col- 
lege receives a C for the form- 
er grade, if it's accepted at all. 
As it stands the professor has 
little say so regarding the grad- 
ing system he would like to use. 
The professors want to be fair 
to the students, but they usual- 
ly have to do what the division 
chairman  says.   Since   we   do 
have to follow a system, this 
limits the student in many re- 
spects. 
Pfund Advocates Revisions on 
Drinking, Library, and Housing 
By RICHARD PFUND 
One of the changes which I 
wish to see concerns class 
"cuts." Many colleges are now 
changing their rules to allow 
unlimited cuts for students. I 
am in agreement with this 
trend. After their freshman 
year, students have usually wor- 
ked out their own manner of 
studying. If a student can pass 
a course without attending class 
I see no reason to penalize him. 
Students are supposed to grow 
up in college, but how can they 
do it if they are told exactly 
what to do and not to do like 
little children. 
This same idea spplies also 
to other rules, such as drinking 
and housing. I see no reason 
why a person over 21 should 
be penalized for drinking just 
because he attends college. (To 
take this further, Emory Univ- 
ersity allows drinking in the stu- 
dent's dormitory rooms.) I would 
like to see a more liberal rule 
concerning drinking put into ef- 
fect. 
I would also like to see some 
changes in the housing poli- 
cies. Why do students have to 
live in "approved" housing? 
Don't the administrators trust 
us? Here again, students who 
supposedly are mature young a- 
dults   are   being   told   what   to 
do. 
I definitely would like to see 
a student judiciary established. 
I feel that it should be set up 
as a court of appeals, giving 
the administration the right to 
deal with disciplinary problems^ 
first. If a student feels that he 
is unjustly punished, it would 
be his prerffogative to take the 
matter to the student judiciary, 
which would then inform the 
people administrators of their 
feelings. The final ruling 
should be decided by the appro- 
priate deans, but they would 
at least have the benefit of 
other student's views. 
Library hours should be ext- 
ended during week nights to 
10:45 and, more importantly, 
the library should be open Sun- 
day afternoons. This would be a 
good time for students to do 
concentrated study or work on 
term papers. 
If elected treasurer, I pledge 
to work with the administration, 
students, and other Congress 
members to accomplish these 
goals. I feel that I am quali- 
fied for the office, having been 
treasurer of three other campus 
organizations and also a mem- 
ber of Student Congress. Please 
consider my qualifications and 
platform when you vote Wed- 
nesday, May 3. 
Change Registration 
Says Mulderick 
Brundage Promises To 
Serve Students' Wants 
By JERRY MULDERICK 
The underlying purpose of a 
writing such as this is to per- 
suade you, the reader, to cast 
your ballot for me in the com- 
ing election. Whether written in 
fancy language or plain, wheth- 
er short or drawn-out, the goal 
is the same; to gain a greater 
number of votes than those run- 
ning against me. 
There is no sure way in which 
to achieve this goal, but the 
most successful path to follow, 
I feel, is to state in a plain 
fashion, exactly what I will 
stand for and what I would like 
to see accomplished at Georgiai 
Southern  College. 
This essay itself is being sub- 
mitted to the "George-Anne" 
late, because of a mishandling 
of the Student Constitution. I 
think there should be better co- 
ordination between organizat- 
ions on campus with the con- 
stutition. There seems a need 
for studying, and if necessary 
amending it, to better suit the 
needs of this school. 
There has been talk of a stu- 
dent judiciary for the college. I 
believe this could be a very ef- 
fective system. However, to ac- 
hieve this effectiveness the stu- 
dents that would be to serve on 
such a body must have some 
authority, if only in a limited 
manner. To have otherwise 
would be not only useless but 
possibly harmful to the position 
of the students at the present 
time. There are strong guide- 
lines needed before a judiciary 
board could be created here, 
but I do feel the advantages of 
such a body make it a worthy 
project and would have my at- 
tention. 
Outside of Freshmen, there is 
general dissatisfaction with the 
registration procedure here. Is 
it right to have Freshmen get- 
ting 800 registration periods, 
and last quarter Seniors recei- 
ving 230 and 300 times? 
In my estimation it is not.  I 
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would like to see a system 
such that Seniors might draw 
cards of early time periods, 
Juniors later periods, Sopho- 
mores, etc. 
An adjustment in women's 
hours is a point of conversa- 
tion on campus. Again the up- 
per-classmen seem to be being 
penalized, or the Freshmen wo- 
men rewarded. This is possibly 
of more concern to the men 
than it is to the women. Many 
speed records have been set in 
getting dates back to the dorm 
before they turn into pumpkins 
at midnight. Supposedly college 
women are adults, especially 
.seniors and juniors, and I feel 
should be alloted more reason- 
able hours on the weekends. 
The above are just a few ar- 
eas at the college that, to me, 
need attention and study. There 
are many other facets of the 
office which I seek, that cannot 
be covered in a short writing 
like this. I think if the Student 
Congress will work together and 
in conjunction with all other or- 
ganizations on campus, the a- 
bove as well as many other 
achievements can be accom- 
plished. 
For First Vice - President 
By MIKE BRUDNAGE 
Platforms at Georgia Southern 
don't mean a ! *@*! thing. 
What I wish to express here 
is not a platform. Who knows 
what belongs in a good platform 
anyway? You do — You know 
what you want. Does the present 
Student Congress know what you 
want? Have you been given an 
opportunity to express your op- 
inions? I think it is kind of stu- 
pid to go around guessing at 
what students want and trying 
to make a "platform" of it just 
to get votes. This doesn't help 
anybody in the long run. Instead 
of telling you what you need, I 
want to find out what you want 
and do everything in my power 
to get it for you. 
Do you want social fraterni- 
ties? Do you want a student ju- 
diciary board to deal with dis- 
ciplinary matters? Do you want 
more social activities? Do you 
want the library open on Sun- 
days? Do you want anything 
else? What do you want? 
I guess what I'm getting at is 
obvious. The first step in solving 
a problem is finding out what it 
is. How can we solve prob- 
lems when we don't know what 
they are? How is the Student 
Congress going to find out what 
you're concerned about? You're 
going to tellthem. If I am elect- 
ed Student Congress president, 
I'm going to give you that op- 
portunity. 
O. K., call it a "platform" if 
you want to. That's the tradi- 
tional term. My "platform" 
consists of two things: First, I 
will find out what you want. 
How? Through a student opinion 
questionnaire program. This is 
your college. You pay to go to 
school here. You have the right 
to express your opinion. Second, 
I will do everything in my pow- 
er to obtain what you want. All 
of the resources of the Student 
Congress will be channeled in 
this direction. 
What I have been saying boils 
down to this:  a problem exists 
which should have been tackled 
long ago. I try to be realistic. I 
know that. some of the things 
we want will not be seen at 
Georgia Southern in our career 
here. But I can do something. 
Some things you want can be ob- 
tained. Give me the power to 
work for you and I will. 
—Mike Brundage 
For Secretary 
Secretarial candidate, Patton - 
Supports Better Communication 
By   JANE   PATTON 
Williams Urges Revisions 
By JAMES  WILLIAMS 
Understanding the duties and 
responsibilities of the first vice 
president of your Student Con- 
gress, I feel that I am highly 
qualified to serve in this of- 
fice. 
Having been a student at 
Georgia Southern College for 2 
years, I have seen the need 
for many changes in the rules 
and regulations that govern the 
social life .of the students here. 
It seems to me that these needs 
have all too often been neglect- 
ed due to the lack of a close 
working relationship between 
the administration, the Student 
Congress,  and our student bo- 
I feel that such statutes as 
the curfews placed on the co- 
eds of our campus, the rules 
concerhing the use of alcoholic 
beverages, the regulations con- 
trolling organizational usage of 
school-owned facilities, rules go- 
verning on and off-campus hous- 
made available to the student 
body during homecoming and 
Spring Swing week concern each 
student at Georgia Southern Col- 
lege. 
Therefore, each student should 
be given an equal voice in the 
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legislation of these statutes. I 
also feel that the student boyd, 
not the administration, should 
decide whether or not social fra- 
ternities and sororities should be 
recognized  on  our  campus. 
I believe that the present or- 
ganizations of Georgia Southern 
should be given more power. 
I am in full support of the 
Greek Council and its purposes, 
and would also like to'see more 
recognition  given  to  the   non- 
Greek organizations such as 
scholastic societies and relig- 
ious organizations. 
As first vice president, it will 
be may responsibility to pro- 
vide entertainment to the stud- 
ent body of Georgia Southern 
College. As an active student in 
music and through my affilia- 
tion with Phi Mu Alpha, a nat- 
ional honorary music frat, I am 
offered  personal  contacts  with 
top booking agents and perfor- 
mers in the entertainment busi- 
ness. Those contacts will en- 
able me to procure more en- 
tertainment with the money al- 
lowed me for this purpose, and 
will give the student body a 
wider variety of entertainment 
from which to  choose. 
When I am elected.I will work 
to the greatest of my capabil- 
ities to satisfy the social needs 
of our campus. I will strive to 
see that the student body as 
well as the campus organization 
are given a change to express 
their desires and opinions to the 
Student Congress. I will work 
to my fullest to promote the 
most. outstanding social life in 
the history of Georgia Southern 
College. 
I'm Jane Patton, a junior Mu- 
sic Education major from Al- 
bany, Georgia. I have been no- 
minated for the office of secre- 
tary of Student Congress. This 
is a great honor, and if I am 
elected, I will fulfill all the ob- 
ligations of this office. I belong 
only to Sigma Alpha Iota, pro- 
fessional music sorority, and 
Music Educators' National Con- 
ference; therefore I would have 
sufficient time to perform the 
duties of secretary. I have been 
secretary of organizations - both 
in school and in churches. Al- 
though I would be a voting 
member of the executive coun- 
cil of student congress, as se- 
cretary I would not be able to 
institute any sweeping reforms 
on campus. In view of this I 
was asked to comment on poli- 
cies which I would support if 
I am elected. These are: 
(1) Establishment of a stud- 
ent judiciary to aid in judging 
policy and discipline problems. 
(2) Better communication be- 
twee riour student body and the 
administration through weekly 
meetings or reports. 
(3) Better communication be- 
tween our student body and the 
those of other schools by means 
of a newsletter or exchange vi- 
sits with other schools. 
(4) Increased cultural and so- 
cial activities on campus. (We 
have excellent activities provid- 
ed by the Campus Life Enrich- 
ment Series, but even these can 
be increased in number.) 
(5) Rules governing women 
students formed according to 
the responsibilities women ac- 
cept as college students. This 
could be accomplished through 
meetings of the Dean of Wom- 
en with a committee of repre- 
sentatives from the dormitories. 
(6) Changes in the general ed- 
ucation requirements to allow 
students to take more courses 
in their major fields. 
(7) Standardization of grading 
scales and attendance require- 
ments in all divisions. 
Georgia Southern has grown 
a great deal since I was a 
freshman. I would like to help 
it continue this growth and to 
adapt its policies to the require- 
ments of the larger campus that 
it has become. 
sFor Treasurer: 
Thornton Desires '67 Budget 
Increase for Student Activities 
By JOHN  THORNTON 
Georgia Southern is growing 
larger each quarter. More stu- 
dents are passing through the 
gates seeking an education with 
this growth comes the need for 
a more effective and powerful 
Student Congress to express and 
carry out the needs and desires 
of this ever larger student bo- 
dy. 
The Student Congress must be 
able to represent the students 
in their quest for a say-so ov- 
er the rules and regulations 
which govern their every mi- 
nute  at  Southern. 
In the past the Congress has 
been ineffective in many areas 
of student life due to an in- 
sufficient budget. This problem 
could be solved if the Congress 
was given a larger and more 
independent budget with which 
to operate. 
If a larger budget was allot- 
ted to the Student Congress, 
more social activities could be 
presented to the students with- 
out the students having to pay 
a high price for these activi- 
ties. They could have a closer 
relationship to the campus if 
they took part in more activi- 
ties of this type. Also a wider 
selection of entertainment would 
be possible. No more would Sou- 
thern have to settle for second 
class entertainment because of 
insufficient funds. 
The Congress, with an inde- 
pendent budget, could be more 
active in student life and could 
alleviate  many  of  the  meager 
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problems between the students 
and the Congress. 
Also, if the budget were lar- 
ger, Homecoming activities 
could be better and there could 
be more of them. The activities 
would be planned so everyone 
could participate. 
With a larger budget, cong- 
ress would not have to deal so 
much with the Administration, 
and they would have more po- 
wer when they did. 
A student judiciary compos- 
ed of students, faculty, and the 
Administration would have its 
advantages. It would permit stu- 
dents to appeal decisions of dis- 
ciplinary boards. This plan has 
been used in several large uni- 
versities and I don't see why 
it wouldn't work at Southern. 
^rl ( 1 - 
For Second Vice-President 
Strickland Favors 
Judiciary Changes 
By RONNIE STRICKLAND 
Knowing that the students of 
Georgia Southern College are 
very well represented in various 
branches of the schools admin- 
istration, there is still one Bran- 
ch where the students aren't re- 
presented appropriately if at all, 
and this is in the judiciary 
branch. The students of Geor- 
gia Southern deserve a voice in 
the judgement of its fellow stu- 
dents who have committed some 
offense against the school's code 
of laws. 
Every student deserves a fair 
judgement! 
A judgement made by just a 
few people, usually entirely of 
the administration on a student, 
may seem fair to them, but 
may, in acutality, and in the 
eyes of the student, be seen 
partly or entirely unjust. If stu- 
dents helped to judge these of- 
fenders, they could possibly put 
themselves in the place of the 
student and maybe understand 
why this particular incident 
happened. Then the administra- 
tors and students could discuss 
their different views, compro- 
mise and arrive at a just sen- 
tence for the offender. 
If the administration approves 
this judiciary branch which by 
all rights they deserve, I would 
like to see the committee com- 
posed the following way: 
(1) It should be composed of 
both students and administrat- 
ive representatives which would 
be appointed, not elected, by a 
joint committee of student con- 
gress members and the com- 
mittee of organizations and ac- 
tivities. 
(2) Students and administra- 
tion should be equally represent- 
ed, 50 percent students and 50 
percent administration. 
(3) Each member of the 
committee should have only one 
vote. 
(4) It should consider all dis- 
cipline of the students on or off 
campus, unless the offense is 
a misdeameanor or felony which 
would then be out of the com- 
mittee's jurisdiction. 
(5) It should have all the po- 
wer necessary to do what is 
best for the school, students 
and offenders. 
The two main duties of the se- 
cond vice president are: to ser- 
ve as chairman of the Student 
Committee of Campus organiza- 
tions and preside at all fresh- 
man class meetings until elec- 
tion of freshman officers. 
As second vice president, I 
will as chairman of the Student 
Committee of Campus Organiza- 
tions keep all sixty campus or- 
ganizations informed of what is 
going on on the campus and how 
best they can benefit themselves 
and the students of the college. 
I will try to see that the or- 
ganizations meet regularly and 
conduct their business as ef- 
ficiently and effectively as I 
can. At all joint meetings, I 
will see that they are seen as 
efficiently and effective as pos- 
sible and achieve the purpose 
for which they are called. 
As presiding officer of the 
freshman class I will also try 
to achieve the purpose for all 
Freshmen meetings and con- 
duct it in a manner as to help 
scare or confuse them. 
As second vice president I will 
also be under the president to 
do small tasks such as contact- 
ing certain people for certain 
purposes. 
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I will take on myself the res- 
ponsibility to see that these jobs 
are done as quickly and effi- 
ciently as I possibly can and so 
that the information is turned 
back over to the president or 
other authorized person. 
Among some of the other du- 
ties of second vice president are 
to help with (1) Christmas ca- 
roling, (2) book drives va- 
rious other drives, (3) Bloodmo- 
bile, (4) Help in Orientation 
Week, (5) Spring Swing and (6) 
Homecoming (parade, floats, 
displays). 
I will be partly responsible for 
all the things listed above. I 
will to the best of my ability 
see that each one is carried 
out with enthusiasm from my- 
self and fellow students all try 
to arouse enthusiasm among the 
students to see that each of 
the  above  is  successful. 
For Secretary 
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Kingery Advocates A Review 
Of Housing, Drinking Rules 
By BILL KINGERY 
Georgia Southern is a grow- 
ing school and some of its poli- 
cies are in need of revision in 
KINGERY 
For Secretary 
Hartness Recognizes Problems, 
Advocates Student's Judiciary 
By SANDRA HARTNESS 
What is the situation at G- 
SC? Where are we headed? The 
paramount problems now are 
the student judicial situation 
not to mention countless oth- 
ers such as the housing prob- 
lem, the food problem, and the 
need for official synchronized 
campus time. 
Are we striving for universi- 
ty status? Why are we losing 
so many teachers each year? 
What can be done by the stu- 
dents through their government 
to attain future goals? 
I advocate: 
1. . . organizing the student 
judiciary into a three court sy- 
stem in the form of a triangle. 
An organization's court compos- 
ed of faculty student member- 
Blount Complains of Breakdown 
In Inter-Campus Communication 
By BEBE BLOUNT 
In the expansion of a small 
college into a state university, 
there are pains that accompa- 
ny growth. A few of these grow- 
ing pains that Georgia Southern 
is experiencing are the lack of 
communication between facul- 
ty, administration and students; 
the need for a more uniform 
grading scale; and the lack of 
student participation in discip- 
linary actions. 
There is a need for improv- 
ed, more direct, more organiz- 
ed communication between stud- 
ents, faculty and administrat- 
ion. Through this communica- 
tion a better understanding could 
be brought about through a com- 
mittee that could define, dis- 
cuss and attempt to solve pro- 
blems which arise between 
them. 
Most students are already a- 
ware of the inconsistency be- 
tween academic divisions re- 
garding grading. Although pro- 
fessors may want to grade in 
one way, they are under the 
division chairmen. Uniform 
grade scales should be establish- 
ed. 
There are also disciplinary 
problems that need to be hand- 
led more fairly and efficiently. 
Through the organization of a 
judiciary system; these prob- 
lems   could  be   managed.  This 
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system could be composed of 
thereby representing both sides. 
This system could result in just 
and impartial treatment to those 
who are involved in breaches or 
school regulations. 
Growth and expansion are in- 
evitable to Georgia Southern 
but progress is not, except 
through the effort of capable 
leadership, through which some 
of the pain of growth can be 
alleviated. If elected, I will do 
my utmost to serve in the best 
interests of Georgia Southern 
College students. 
ship would handle all disciplina- 
ry proceedings involving cam- 
pus organization. A student Ap- 
pellant Court composed of fa- 
culty student membership would 
receive student appeals of 
House Council decisions. The 
court would, in effect, be the 
Judicial Council outlined in the 
new Men's and Women's Stud- 
ent Government Associations 
presently being established. 
At the apex of the triangle 
would be a Supreme Court com- 
posed of faculty student mem- 
bership to which lower court de- 
cisions  could be  appealed. 
The appealing procedure would 
be as follows: All appeals would 
be submitted in writing to a 
court stating the offense, the 
disciplinary action taken, and a 
brief summation of the circum- 
stances involved. The court 
would then consider the appeal 
request and notify the student 
as to its decision to hear the 
appeal. If the court decides to 
consider the appeal, the student 
would be notified of a time and 
place to present his arguments 
before the court which would, 
after hearing the issues, advise 
the student when he could ex- 
pect a decision. All decisions 
should be made as immediately 
as possible. 
2 . . . establishing an Aca- 
demic Committee in the Student 
Congress to offer guidelines in 
an effort to create an environ- 
ment stimulating to the intellec- 
tual development and success of 
the students. 
Immediate consideration 
should be given to the feasibili- 
ty of establishing a standard 
grading system and a system 
or recognizing outstanding stu- 
dent academic achievement by 
means of honor degrees such 
as Summa Cum Laude. The fea- 
sibility of a system of "cuts" 
should be  investigated. 
3.. . . establishing an official 
clock located in the Administra- 
tion building by which all cam- 
pus time would be regulated. 
A. Aveviating the acute house- 
ing problem by allowing jup- 
perclasswomen students to live 
in off-campus housing other 
than the off-campus dormitor- 
ies. This would require the pa- 
rental consent of students und- 
er 21 years of age. Space per- 
mits me to discuss only the a 
bove ideas. 
I assure you I have many 
more   planks   to   add    to    this 
order to keep up with the grow- 
th. 
I am very heartily in favor 
of a student judiciary that could 
i review disciplinary action taken 
by the school. As the situation 
stands now, discipline is hand- 
ed out very inconsistently. Some 
students are suspended for mi- 
nor infractions while others are 
merely warned. I believe re- 
view by a student committee 
would result in a much fairer 
program. 
I am also in favor of social 
fraternities. It is obvious to ev- 
eryone that they exist on cam- 
pus. Why not let them operate 
as such? They could become an 
asset to the school if they did 
not have to hide out in the 
woods every time they have a 
party. 
There are many rules govern- 
ing students that I will do my 
best to have removed. Most of 
these rules are rarely enforced 
but they still hang over the 
heads of the students. A good 
example is the rule stated in 
the Eagle Eye that students 
shall not drink. This includes in 
your own home and people ov- 
er twenty-one years old. Yet 
the catalog says, "The purpose 
of the college is to help indi- 
viduals prepare themselves for 
effective responsible living in 
our democratic society ..." 
To me that means learning to 
make your own decisions. I can- 
not see how the previously stat- 
ed rule helps college students 
gain maturity and responsibili- 
ty. If you are not allowed to 
make these kind of decisions 
in college, where will people 
learn to think for themselves? 
Another policy that the school 
has outgrown is the policy of 
chaperoned off campus housing. 
Some students are forced to live 
in "pig pens" because better 
apartments are not approved. 
When you go home on the 
weekend, you only have one mo- 
ther but here you have two, the 
school and your house mother. I 
believe the students here are 
old enough to start making these 
decisions for themselves and . 
with your support; I will do ev- 
erything in my power to help 
bring it about. 
These are just a few of the 
things that I would like to see 
accomplished at Georgia South- 
ern College. It would be ridicu- 
lous for me to guarantee you 
these things but I believe they 
can be accomplished with your 
backing and support. The only 
thing I can guarantee you is 
that.if elected, I will represent 
the opinions and ideas of the 
students no matter how unpopu- 
lar these ideas and opinions 
might be with the administra- 
tion. 
HARTNESS 
brief platform and I am avail- 
able to discuss my views with 
you  at  any  time. 
sissm 
European Jobs Available 
In 15 Different Countries 
The American Student Infor- 
mation Service has announced 
that jobs are still available in 
Europe for college students. 
Students will receive the same 
pay as the Europeans with whom 
they work, room and board is 
always arranged by the Ameri- 
can Student Information Serv- 
ice. 
Each student attends an orien- 
tation course in Luxembourg 
prior to their job in order to 
adjust to the new European way 
of life. During the summer and 
work period each student re- 
ceives complete guidance when- 
ever necessary. Jobs are avail- 
able in 15 Countries. This allow- 
ing students to receive a job 
in countries of their choice. 
For a catalogue describing all 
jobs and special discount tours 
available and application forms, 
one may write to: American 
Student Information Service, 22 
Ave. de la Liberte,, Luxem- 
bourg City, Grand Ducky of Lu- 
xembourg, Dept. VIII, and en- 
close $2 for mailing expense. 
The-* right look in slacks 
It's the look that makes the question of what's "in" 
strictly academic. The look that lets them know you've 
got all the answers. The Wright look in dress slacks 
that's slim and trim with the knowing, tailored details 
that add up to terrific! 
For starts, choose the popular T-Rousers in wrinkle-free 
Everpressed™ traditional stripes of 65% Dacron*/35% 
cotton. We have Wright Trousers in every color and pat- 
tern that's news this spring and in the exciting fabrics 
you want to make your wardrobe a winner. Come in and 
see them today! 
"DuPont's t.m. 
alright 
TROUSERS 
as advertised in TIME • ESQUIRE • CAVALIER 
■ i   mi m  I   laiuVK 
™(Seorge~Attne 
Organizations 
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$858,596 Given 
For Financial Aid 
We try to make a life long customer—not a one time 
A total of $858,596.00 in finan- 
ial aid has been allocated to stu- 
dents this year according to fig- 
ures released by Ben G. Waller, 
director of student aid and 
placement. Approximately 2,000 
students have bsen counseled 
concerning financial aid. 
The Office of Placement and 
Student Aid has also scheduled 
117 representatives from busi- 
ness, industry, and boards of 
education   for   interviews   with 
Type Scholarships Number 
State Teachers 200 
Regents 10 
Scholarship commission 10 
Educational Grants 212 
Other 105 
Totals 557 
Loans 
N. D. E. A. 405 
G. H. E. A. C. 240 
Totals 645 
Work Programs 
Regular College 350 
Work Study 77 
Wives (full time) 20     . 
Totals 477 
GRAND TOTALS 1649 
■                                                                                                  
students as prospective employ 
ees' A total of 600 students have 
been interviewed by these rep 
resentatives. 
Waller added that almost all of 
the seniors have completed their 
placement folders and are tak 
ing advantage of the occupation 
al information available in the 
placement office. 
Loans, scholarships, and part 
time jobs have been approved 
as follows: 
Amount 
$140,318.00 
11,200.00 
11,200.00 
78,575.00 
120,000.00 
366,043.00 
193,415.00 
176,638.00 
370,053.00 
80,000.00 
28,000.00 
14,500.00 
122,500.00 
$858,596.00 
WELCO 
*%. TV. Smtti 
Headquarters For 
Gifts For Weddings, 
Birthdays, and 
Special Occasions 
- Also - 
Fraternity,   Sorority, Club 
and individual Trophies. 
British Sterling Monogrammed Free 
&. TV. S«at& 
-vV^"W^^^ 
Science Club 
Hears Lecture 
On Insecticides 
Hamilton Laudani, director of 
the U. S. Department of Agri- 
cultural Research in Savannah, 
presented a program on house- 
hold and stored product insect 
research to the Science Club, 
April 11, in Room 217 in the 
Hollis  Building. 
After stating that insect da- 
mage amounted to one billion 
dollars a year, Laudani em- 
phasized the importance of in- 
sect   control. 
In the film shown at the meet- 
ing, different varieties of insects 
and methods of killing them 
were presented. Insecticides, in- 
sect resistant packaging, gam- 
ma irradiation and four to six 
days of exposure to a mixture 
of carbon dioxide, oxygen and 
nitrogen were mentioned as ex- 
terminatory methods. 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Has Radio Show 
Gamma Theta chapter of Sig- 
ma Alpha Iota, international 
professional music fraternity for 
women, will be broadcasting ov- 
er radion station WWNS every 
Wednesday night from 6:30- 
7:30. The program will be cal- 
led "Serious Music," featuring 
all forms. 
The program is aimed to ben- 
efit students who are taking mu- 
sic appreciation, and for the 
enjoyment of all students. This 
week's program will be "Amer- 
ican Music of the 20th Centu- 
ry," featuring selections by 
George Gershwin, Dave Brub- 
eck, and Aaron Copeland. Sub- 
jects of later programs will be 
announced during the preceding 
programs. 
Sisters of Sigma Alpha Iota 
will serve as hostesses for the 
program. Hostess for this week 
is  Miss  Jane   Patton. 
KMA Elects 
Kappa Mu Alpha,, honorary 
mathematics society, has elect- 
ed new officers for spring quar- 
ter. 
They are: Clayton Mims, pre- 
sident; Michael Shivers, vice- 
president; Janet Taylor, secre- 
tary; and Barbara Bevelacqua, 
treasurer. 
For Sale 
Red 9" Fernandina 
Made Surfboard Great 
for both the Beach 
and Wake Surfing. 
Call  764-2935 
College Gate 
^Amusementi 
Center 
Amusement 
for 
Guys & Dolls 
e*» 
5 
Marian Gray To Sing 
In Baroque Ensemble 
Miss Marian Gray, ■ junior 
voice major from Waycross, 
will take part in a joint re- 
cital with the Baroque Ensem- 
ble, Sunday, April 23, at 3:30 
p.m. The recital will feature 
songs by the" composers Watts, 
Stanton, Powell, G. F. Handel, 
Barber,  Lotti, Monteverde,  and 
College Deans 
Attend Meeting 
Give Program 
A panel of five representa- 
tives of the Office of Student 
Services attended a first Dis- 
trict Principals meeting April 
4, at the L. T. Shuman Junior 
High School in Savannah. 
Members of the panel were 
Dean of Students Ralph K. Ty- 
son, moderator; Ben Waller, di- 
rector of student aid and place- 
ment; Virginia Boger, dean of 
women; Larry Davis, adminis- 
trative assistant;' and Harold 
Maguire, dean of men. 
According to Dean Tyson, 
"The purpose of the meeting 
was to improve the two-way 
channel of communication ex- 
isting between secondary school 
of first District and the coll- 
ege." 
Approximately 45 princip- 
als and 15 counselors attended. 
In the fall of last year, the 
office of Student Personel Ser- 
vices sent out a questionnaire 
to all principals and counselors 
what could be done to make the 
transition from high school to 
college easier and more effect- 
ive. 
At the First District princi- 
pals and counselors in the stu- 
dy relative to administrative po- 
licies and procedures. The ques- 
tion covered the areas of ad- 
missions, academic programs, 
housing, and placement and 
student aid. 
The office of Student Perso- 
nel Services requested permis- 
sion to present this program 
and asked that the coinselors 
be invited. 
Secchi .Miss Gray will be spon- 
sored by  Sigma  Alpha  Iota. 
G-A Announces 
Second 'Special' 
The George - Anne" is 
publishing its second spe- 
cial feature section of spr- 
ing quarter, inserted in this 
issue, according to Ron 
Mayhew, editor. 
Two weeks ago the first 
section, written by "Geor- 
ge-Anne" Managing Editor 
Elaine Thomas,  was pub 
lished and well received, he 
added. This week the sec 
tion deals with the chron- 
ological anatomy of a Mas 
quers production from in 
ception until production. It 
is written by Sue Sims, a 
former Masquer and spe- 
cial     assignment     writer. 
Photography   is   by   G-A 
staff   photographer   Mike 
Ayres. 
3 Administrators 
Attend Meeting 
President Zach S. Henderson, 
Academic Dean Paul F. Carroll, 
and Comptroller William Dew- 
berry attended the regular mee- 
ting of the University System's 
advisory council this week in 
Atlanta. 
The meeting, Dr. Henderson 
explained, was not a policy- 
forming assembly, but was held 
to keep academic deans, presi- 
dents, and comptrollers of Uni- 
versity System schools abreast 
of current events. Such meet- 
ings are held approximately 
three times yearly, he added. 
College Band 
Completes  Tour 
Forty-five members of the 
Georgia Stuthern College Gol 
den Eagle Band recently toured 
eight Southeastern cities on 
their annual spring concert tour 
Included on this year's tour 
were Millen, Ocilla, Waycross, 
Valdosta, Thomasville, and Je- 
sup. Also on the tour were Har- 
deeville and Ridgeland, South 
Carolina. 
Selections included in the con- 
certs were: "Block March," by 
Jerry Bilik; "Second American 
Folk Rhapsody," by Clair Grond- 
man; "Heat Lightning March," 
by Richard Bowles; "Concerto 
for Trombone," Rimsky-Korsa- 
kov; "Irish Washerwoman," by 
Leroy Anderson; Selections for 
"Music Mah," by Meredith Wil- 
son. 
This tour was made in ac- 
cordance with the Cultural En- 
richment Program, and promot- 
ed public relations for the col- 
lege. 
SGEA to Host Panel 
The SGEA panel on the "Pro- 
blems in Teaching at an Inte- 
grated School" will be present- 
Marvin Pittman Auditorium at 
7:30. 
Members of the panel are Jo- 
an Adams, past SGEA presi- 
dent, Mrs. Ruth Meeks, senior 
elementary education major, 
Pat Groover, Jr. math educa- 
tion major, and Dr. John Lind- 
sey, SGEA advisor. 
Bulloch County Future Teach- 
er's chapters and the Georgia 
Southern Chapter of ACEI. 
All interested persons are in- 
vited. 
The panel is in connection 
with the SGEA's observance of 
Teaching Career Month. 
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Averitt to Attend 
Dr. Jack N. Averitt, profes- 
sor of history and social science 
division chairman, will meet 
with the Board of Trustees of 
Rotary International in Chica- 
go next week, April 24-29. The 
meeting's purpose, he said, is to 
exchange awards for internation- 
al understanding. 
! Stoff f hoto — MHte Ayre« 
DELTA SIGMA PI ROSE 
Judy Stevens, sophomore French major from Brooklet, has been 
named the new Rose of Delta Sigma Pi. Judy lists her hobbies as 
dancing, swimming, cooking and music, preferably rock 'n roll, 
and "almost anything." Her favorite color is yellow. "I'd like to 
go to either Daytona or Paris for the summer," said Judy. "I like 
Dayiona because of the beach ... but there's always the French 
Riviera," she quickly added. 
Wesley Foundation 
Plans Trip April 28 
Members of the Wesley Foun- 
dation will go to Jacksonville, 
Fla., April 28-30, to execute an 
children at the Methodist Com- 
munity Center there. 
. Saturday, April 29, the Wes- 
ley group will have a field day 
at the Center for Negro child- 
ren. Saturday night, a Hootenan- 
ny and talent show, co-ordinated 
by the Wesley members, will be 
held. 
In addition, the children will 
be instructed in songs and 
games. The Center where the 
group will be working was es- 
tablished to provide recreation- 
al facilities and study prog- 
rams. 
According to Sara McLaugh- 
lin, member of the Wesley Foun- 
dation, "Last year, the trip was 
highly successful. I would like 
to invite anyone interested in 
this type of work to join us on 
this trip." 
Miss McLaughlin emphasized 
that sleeping space is limited, 
so anyone interested in attend- 
ing should contact her as soon 
as possible. 
French Club Plans Activities, 
To Visit Beauchat Home Soon 
David Dunbar, junior French 
major, from Hepzibah, was el- 
ected secretary of the French 
Club for spring quarter to re- 
place Michele Fogle, who act- 
ed as club secretary during fall 
and winter quarters. 
Miss Fogle plans to teach 
French in Savannah after spring 
quarter, where she is now wor- 
king as a student teacher. 
Sheila F. Rabun, also a jun- 
ior French major, will continue 
to act as president of the club. 
She was elected to this office 
last September for the school 
year. Dr. Robert F. Brand will 
remain faculty adviser. 
The French Club meets every 
second Monday from 7:30 to 
9:30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge 
in the Williams Center. At the 
next meeting, April 24, the 
group will meet at the home of 
painter and sculptor Beacham 
Beauchat, 109 Benson Drive. 
Beauchat will lecture, in 
French, on art treasures in his 
home. All persons interested in 
the  French language  and cul- 
ture are invited to attend. No 
English will be permitted. 
Subsequent meetings of the 
French Club are scheduled for 
Monday evenings at 7:30 p.m. 
| in the faculty lounge of the Wil- 
liams Center May 8, and May 
22. 
Moseley Writes j 
Charlton Mosely, instructor of 
social science, has written an 
article appearing in the March 
issue of the "Georgia Hisotrical 
Quarterly." The article is entit- 
led "The Case of Leo M. Frank, 
1913-1915." 
• Frank, a Jew, was convicted 
of murdering a 13 year old 
white girl. The trial was con- 
ducted under questionable cir- 
cumstances and many people 
felt that Frank was falsely con- 
victed. Moseley contends that 
Frank was used as a political 
object by several politicians in 
the state to further their own 
political ambitions. 
Eagles To Battle Carolina Teams 
Eagles Meet 
Hurricanes, 
Win Two Games 
By JOHN ECKENROTH 
Assistant   Sports   Editor 
The highflying Southern Eagles 
were rocked by the Miami Hur- 
rucanes at the beginning of the 
week, but managed to sail 
through the storm. Southern de- 
feated Miami, 4-3 Monday and 
3-2 Tuesday, to push the season 
record  to 22-6-1. 
The ill winded Miami Hurri- 
canes blew into Statesboro Mon- 
day on a foul breeze. The Hur- 
ricanes made quite a storm for 
ten innings but~"in"the end the 
fair-weather bat of Jimmy Wal- 
ters sent the storm to its end. 
Georgia Southern defeated the 
windy group 4-3. 
Jim Nevin picked up his fifth 
win when he came in from the 
bullpen to quiet the Miami 
storm in the ninth. He relieved 
Tim O'Leary who went 8 and 
2-3* innings before tiring. 
The pesky Southern batters 
gave the Iefthanded Miami 
flamethrower fits with timely 
singles. Once again Ken Szot- 
kiewicz figured in most of the 
Eagle scoring. 
The big hero was Walters with 
numerous fielding gems and the 
clutch game winning hit for the 
Ealges. 
Flamethrowing Allen Sim- 
mons went the distance to re- 
cord his fourth win when the 
Eagles once mores defeated 
Miami, 3-2, Tuesday. Simmons 
kept the Miami batters off bal- 
ance by mixing his fast ball 
with an effective change of 
pace. 
The game reached an emotion- 
al peak in seventh inning when 
there was a good old fashioned 
rubarb. Before it was over 
umpire-in-chief Robbie Howard 
gave one Miami player the 
"heave-ho" for producing too 
much of a> storm. 
GSC 4, MIAMI 3 
(April 17) 
MIAMI * 
cBrown ft 
Yin'ns So 
Jezek if 
So'crb lb 
Sttnan If 
Pvl» cf 
Beam  3b 
Ste'cy  ph 
Gomez, 2b 
Pucci e 
Mil'er ph 
Ma'uro c 
Bogle p 
Totals 
MIAMI 
GSC 
E—Deem 
2M5;  GSC 30-13.  DP—Bogle,  Brown and 
Sonenberg;  Szotkiewicz and  Lynch; Wal- 
ters,    Szotkiewicz   and    Lynch;    Walters 
and    Lync.h.   LOB—Miami    10;    GSC    7. 
2B—Sturman,    Deem.    HR —Bogle.    SB- 
Brown, Szotkiewicz. S—Long. 
IP      H    R    ER  BB    SO 
* tt *     4     4     4 7 
B 2-37     ]     4   10 4 
11-30003 2 
,.    .. ... 
GSC 
ab r h bi 
2 1 0 BWhi'ld 3b 
3 • I • Ward  cf 
4 0 10 Szo'cx 3b 
3 0 11 Bro'ks c 
3 0 10 Long If 
4 0 0 0 Wal'ers ss 
3 0 1 0 Lynch lb 
0 10 0 Pevey rf 
0 0 0 0 O'Le'ry p 
3 0 0 0 Fie'ds pr 
10 0 0 Nevin p 
10 0 0 
4 12 2 
31  3 7 3 Totals 
100 000 002 0—3 
002 010 000 1—4 
Brown.      PO-A—Miami 
ab r h bi 
4 110 
4 12 0 
4 12 1 
5 0 10 
3 0 11 
5 0 11 
4 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
3 0 10 
0 10 1 
10 0 0 
37 4 ? 3 
Bogle L (4-4) 
O'Leary 
Nevin W (J-l) 
T_J:10. 
GSC 3, MIAMI 2 
(April 18) 
ab r h bi' 
1 1 I n 
3 0 10' 
» 1 1 1 
* 1 0 0 
4 A n n 
2 0 0 0 
4 110 
3 12 1 
3 0 0 0 
rwrewr 
^ Brown  i, 
Stcf'ich   ph 
Yin'ntj 2*j 
lec-i: r'. 
Sone't) lb 
Sut'n if 
Pyle cf 
Madifro c 
Pucci c 
Deem 3b 
Bogle ph 
Jones p 
Mil'er ph. 
Gomez pr 
™am-' .: 100 000 001 —2 
Georgia Southern 120 ooo oox-3 
h7s-"nel^V\f">wn '"• Correll, wal- I?£s'„. P?"A—Wiami      24-8,      GSC      27-5 
WMZ."!?'.    Brown    and    Sonenburg; 
biro- ?nnBLyn^-; Yin?lin9 mi s<men" purg,     LO  —M i a m i     7,     GSC     7 
Jon« L ,4-1, ,P, 1 % E3R *8 «<> 
^Simmons W (4-1) » « ? 2 5 7 
VWiUi, - PB-B.     Jones. ; "T-2:is_ 
an r h bi 
6 0  1   0   Wif'IH   ->!, 
10 0 0 lv^rd  cf 
.1110 Star«'v i\> 
1 o.o <i Cor'M  c 
4 0 11    i.'nq   If 
<»«»  Walters ss 
4 110 Lynch  lb 
2 0 0 0 Davis rf 
10 0 0 Sim'ns p. 
2 0 0 0 
10 0 0 
3 0 10 
10 11 
0 0 0 0 
32 2 6 2 Totals 
-   " i Special Photo - Clyde Currie 
SZOTKIEWICZ STEALS HOME BASE AGAINST WEST GEORGIA 
Mike Long Is Ready To Bat, Ball Is in Pitcher's Hand,, when 'Soc' Makes Steal 
What Happ ns?l 
BASEBALL I 
Apr.  22  -   N.  Carolina Chapel  Hill/ 
N.  C 
Apr. 24 - Wake Forest __ Winston-Salem 
N. C 
Apr. 25 - Davidson Davidson, N. C 
GOLF 
Apr. 25 - Georgia Athens 
Apr. 27 - Valdosta  (1:30)  Here 
Apr.  27   .  Erskine   (1:30)    Here 
TENNIS 
Apr.  21   -  Mercer   Macon 
Apr. 22 - Emory  Atlanta 
t»ETE WHITFIELD 
Plays Third Base 
Number 5, 
Southern's high fying | 
baseball Eagles are rank- 
ed fifth in the nation a-1 
mong   'N.A.I.A.   colleges I 
"Collegiate Baseball."      1 
G rambling Co I lege,I 
La., is ranked first, fol-| 
lowed by Southern Con-| 
necticutt,        Occidental, 
Calif.,    and     Pembroke 
State, M. C. 
™(§eor0e-Arme 
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Spieth's Team 
Is One Short of 
School Record 
Coach Bill Spieth's Baseball 
Eagles, one victory shy of the 
school record for most wins in 
a season will open a three- 
game road trip to North Caro- 
lina   Saturday. 
The Eagles will face the Uni- 
versity of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill on Saturday, Wake 
Forest at Winston-Salem on 
Monday night, and Davidson at 
Davidson on Tuesday. 
The Eagles have a 22-6-1 re- 
cord was set in 1963 when Coach 
ing for the school record of 23 
victories in a season. The re- 
cord was set in 1963when Coach 
J. I. Clements' team posted a 
23-12 mark, and Clements' 1965 
squad tied it with a 23-9 mark. 
Georgia Southern defeated 
North Carolina and Wake For- 
es! earlier in the season in a 
doubleheader at Eagles Field, 
both games by 5-4 scores. Jim 
Nevin (5-1) beat Wake Forest in 
11 innings when Leahman Stan- 
ley (.319) doubled in the winning 
run in the bottom of the 11th. 
Jimmy Dobson (5-1) followed 
with an airtight game against 
North Carolina, but the Eagles 
had to wait until the ninth in- 
ning to squeeze across the win- 
ning run. 
GSC has split a pair of games 
with Davidson this season, los- 
ing a 6-5 decision and winning 
3-0 on a one-hitter by Tim O'- 
Leary   (4-1). 
Second baseman Ken Szot- 
kiewicz (.356), who leads the 
team in nearly all offensive de- 
partments, will be back in act- 
ion after sitting out Tuesday's 
game  with  Miami. 
Baseball Statistics 
Player AB   R    H   2B    3B    HR   RBI    SB   SO   BB    TB     AVO        PO     A   E   DP    AVG 
Ken Szotkiewicz 
Rick Ward 
Ralph lynch 
Leahman Stanley 
Roddy Michele 
Vic Correll 
Mike Long 
Jimmy fields 
Blair Funderburk 
Marion Brooks 
Jimmie walters 
Jim Nevin 
Butch Davis 
Allen Simmons 
Max Braun 
Barry Pevey 
Rod Greerway 
Tim O'Leary 
Pete Whitfleld 
Jimmy Dobson 
Terry »<ebb 
Ronnie Mc^emore 
Herble Thorpe 
Meredith walker 
Dalford Layaon 
Richard Wooddy 
GSC Totals 
Opponents Totals 
28 10l* 21 
27 106 Ut 
23 73 lit 
22 69   8 
17 57   8 
25 8U   9 
27 81» 16 
25 52 15 
37   5 
37 
25 
22 
17 
23 
23 
13 
10 1 
10 30 
16 16 
7 17 
Hi lt3 
6 18 
7 9 
16 U7 
11 27 
6 17 
Hi 39   8 
(fewer than 
10     0     0 
•6 
9 
k 
it 
1 
6 
2 
11* 
9 
9 
h 
1 
0 
0 
9 
U 
It 
10 
It 
2 
9 
5 
3 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
25 
9 
11 
11 
10 
17 
5 
It 
58 at- 
1 
3 
1 
0 
9 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
13   16 
Hi 
11 
10 
7 
10 
15 
11 
bats) 
0     0 
10 58 
10 52 
7 30 
6 29 
2 28 
6 26 
10 27 
6 18 
.356 
o3U9 
61t   86   9 
60   5U 15 
o3lt2   191    7   It 
.319 
,298 
17 38 10 
15 1   2 
27lt   187 31   It 
27lt     37 1   0 
250     17 2   1 
o9lt3 
.881* 
o980 
.8U6 
.689 
o982 
0 1.000 
0    ,950 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
2 
7 
10 
b 
3 
9 
3 
0 
5 6 
2 
5 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
5 
It 
l 
i 
0 
2 
3 
It 
0 
7 
It 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
lit 
It 
5 
15 
5 
2 
10 
6 
5 6 
0 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,000 
.300 
.250 
.235 
o233 
.222 
.222 
.191 
.185 
.176 
.128 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
0 
67 
17   18 
1 
13 
1 
1 
37 
10 
3 
10 
0 
8 
It 
2 
0 
7 
11   27 
0   11 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 ,750 
3 .97lt 
5 .921 
0 1.000 
0 .929 
1 1.000 
1 1.000 
0    .929 
0 .833 
1 1.000 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.927 
.81t6 
.667 
.000 
.833 
0 1.000 
0 .000 
0    „000 
29 930 150 252 37 lit     8   120   1*   163   95 31*2   .271   753 308 66   31   .fci 
29 933 106 207 29   5     7     65   15   210 119 267   .222   691.300 68   25   .936 
Pitcher 
Tim O'Learjr 
Jimmy Dobson 
Allen Simmons 
Jim Nevin 
GS CO IP 
6 
6 
6 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
W L PCT H R ER BB SO ShO ERA 
It  1*6 2/3  It 1 .800 32 13 8 36 32 1 1.51* 
6  50     5 1 .833 1*0 17 10 11 1*5 1 1.80 
3  1*1* 1/3  1* 1 .800 38 16 H* 20 25 1 2.81* 
5  1*7     5 1 .833 32 27 22 26 53 0 U.21 
J, ON 
SPORTSl 
By BJ0RN KIERFVE 
Sports Editor 
By BJORN KJERFVE 
Sports Editor 
I   Southern has got its first ath 
letic trainer. 
Mickey Cobb was not the first 
person, however, to reside in the 
small trainer's room downstairs 
in the Hanner gym. Many are 
the students who have worked 
there taking care of the less ser- 
ious injuries among the varsity 
athletes before Cobb came here 
last February. Cobb is the first 
professional trainer though, hir- 
ed by the college. He does a 
Hreal good job 
[treating sore 
I arms, strained 
[ankles etc., and 
I is well liked 
I among the ath- 
lletes, who res- 
[pect him much 
I not only as an 
I expert in his 
Ifield. 
After    receiv- 
■ing his M.S. de- 
'    (ijerfve gree   in  Health 
and Safety with a major in ath- 
letic training from Indiana Uni- 
versity, he wanted to return to 
his alma mater, Georgia Sou- 
thern. "Southern is growing 
fast," he said, "and I wanted 
to be a part of it again." 
Even the trainer's room was 
familiar to Cobb from before. 
"While a student here, I was 
trainer for the basketball, base- 
ball and gymnastics teams," he 
explained. 
After graduation from Sou- 
thern, he received a graduate 
assistantship to Indiana, mainly 
working with football, swim- 
ming, gymnastics, wrestling and 
track. He served as head train- 
er at the University High School 
and after receiving his masters 
degree he worked as head train- 
er at De Pauw University, be- 
fore Coach Scearce asked him to 
join the staff here. 
Cobb hails from Waycross 
which is one of the reasons he 
wanted to return south. "I like 
it best in the South," he said 
nodding. 
"The most important in ath- 
letics outside conditioning is to 
realize your limitations," Cobb 
said. He leaned back in the sofa 
and continued. "Athletics is a 
great thing. You learn how to 
get along with people; you learn 
to control emotions and to take 
criticism. It's a method to get 
rid of frustration. Also you learn 
to lose. You're going to find de- 
feat somewhere in life, but an 
athlete can come back and work 
at his goal until he has achieved 
the accomplishment." 
He continued philosophizing. 
"I don't care what you are do- 
ing, athletics or something else. 
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Erskine Tops Netters 
In Saturday's Match 
Spatial Photo - Clyde Curri* 
The netters are* spending this 
weekend on the road playing in 
Macon and Emory in Atlanta. 
Today (the Eagles will play 
the Mercer Bears for the first 
time this season. Last year Sou- 
thern nipped them twice,  both 
times 5-4. Previous years Sou- 
thern has always won over 
Mercer. 
Mercer has a stronger team 
this year, though, and was un- 
defeated after the first five mat- 
ches of the season. Steve Nath- 
anson, a familiar name a- 
mong the Southern netters, is 
Playing number one for the 
Bears. Nathanson has, accord- 
ing to Coach David Hall, im- 
proved, a great deal. 
Eddie Russell Volleys Backhand Winner southern has never   lost   to 
Southern Sophomore Defeats Cater Massee of Augusta, 6-3, 6-1    Mercer, but they have never de- 
feated Emory. 
The Eagles Will tangle with 
the Emory Eagles tomorrow 
aiming at revenge for the 6-3 
defeat   earlier   in   the   season. 
When the Emory netters visit- 
id Southern they did not bring 
:heir number one player, who 
now will be fit for fight. 
Buzzy McNatt, Sam Wiesel 
and John Horst who led the 
Emory victorious attack in the 
first meet will be playing a- 
gain. 
Emory is coached by Crawford 
Henry, some years ago one of 
the outstanding players in the 
nation. 
Southern posts a 7-5 record 
presently with eight matches re- 
maining for the season. 
Tennis 
Results: Erskine Whips Netters 
AUGUSTA 1, GSC 8 
(April 14) 
Singles 
Eddie Russel defeated Cater Massee (A) 
6-3,    6-1;    Bjorn    Kjerfve   defeated    Tim 
Peterson   (A)   6-2,   6-0;   Dan   Stiles   de- 
feated David Orr (A) 6-2, 3-6, 6-4; Mack 
Poss  defeated   Charles  Douglas   (A)   6-0, 
6-3; Wally Culpepper defeated Sam  Cho- 
ate   (A) -0-1,   6-2;   Tom   King   defeated 
Kenny Stanford  (A)  6-4, 6-3. 
Doubles 
Massee-Orr   (A)    defeated   Kjerfve-Poss 
8-6, 7-5; Russell-Stiles defeated Peterson- 
Choate    (A)    6-1,    6-1;    Culpepper-Jerry 
Poppell   defeated    Douglas   Stanford    (A) 
6-0,   6-1. 
#    #    * 
GSC 2, ERSKINE 7 
(April 15) 
Singles 
Bill   Hough   (E)   defeated   Eddie  Russell 
7-5, 6-4; Jimmy Keith  (E)  defeated Bjorn 
Kjerfve   7-5,    7-5;    Dan    Stiles   defeated 
Frank   Spann    (E)   5-7,   7-5,   6-2,   Arthur 
Abbot  (E)   defeated  Mack  Poss 6-4, 6-3; 
John   Kimmons   (E)   defeated   Wally  Cul- 
pepper 6-2,  7-5;  lames Jackson  defeated 
Fitz   Dove   (E)   6-8,   6-3,  6-4. 
Doubles 
Hough-Keith    (E)    defeated   Stiles-Poss 
6-1, 6-0;\Spann-Abbot  (E)  defeated Rus- 
sell-Kjerfve    6-2,    6-2;    Kimmons-Charles 
Whaley (E)  defeated Culpepper-Jerry Pop- 
pell. ?-*. *-» 
The Flying Fleet from Erskine 
overflew the Southern net Ea- 
gles here Saturday winning a 
7-2 decision to push its win-loss 
record to 8-0. Southern exhibits 
a 7-5 record with eight matches 
remaining of the season. 
The teams played twice last 
year, Erskine winning both mat- 
ches, 6-3 and 5-4 respectively. 
The Eagles have never defeat- 
ed Erskine but have another 
chance April 29, when they visit 
Due West, S.C. 
"We didn't have the right spi- 
rit; we just didn't give a damn," 
Eddie Russell said about the 
match and Coach David Hall 
agreed that the Eagles lacked 
the necessary "go-and-get-them- 
attitude." 
Dan Stiles once again was the 
outstanding home netter. In a 
close three-set-battle he over- 
came hard-hitting Frank Spann 
after losing the opening set. 
Stiles' better condition and 
stubbornly fighting made the 
difference in the three-hour con- 
test. Stiles personal win-loss re- 
Icord now is 9-3. 
The second win for Southern 
was recorded by James Jack- 
son at number six. Jackson won 
a close fight over Fitz Dove in 
another marathon exhibition. 
Jackson lost the first set,  8-6, 
but came back winning the fol- 
lowing two, 6-3, 6-4. 
Jackson has alternated at the 
number six spot with Tom King 
during the season. 
Southern's  doubles   combina- 
tions   worked  out   poorly;    all 
three lost in straight sets. 
KJERFVE 
*•*«#*»«. 
"***»•>*• 
Eagle Tennis Team 
Crushes Augusta, 8-1 
MICKEY  COBB 
Helps Vic Correll 
The Southern tennis team did 
not have much of a problem 
beating the netters of Augusta 
College, 8-1 last Friday in Au- 
gusta. 
Eddie Russell led the Eagles 
to victory, defeating top Augus- 
ta netter Cater M'assee in 
straight sets, 6-3, 6-1. Massee 
had Russell 3-3 in the first 
set, but then the hard-hitting 
Eagle started moving in. 
Russell's angled approach 
shots tired Massee, who, after 
the first set, was an easy spoil 
for the  "hungry redhead." 
Massee played for Southern 
two season's ago. He did not go 
out for the team here last year, 
and was therefore eligible for 
the Augusta squad, after trans- 
ferring   there. 
Eagle number three, Dan Sti- 
les,   had   problems   hitting   his 
solid ground strokes within the 
court bouncaries. Surprisingly 
he dropped a set to David Orr. 
Wally Culpepper, a junior 
transfer from Columbus, is play- 
ing his initial season for the 
Eagles, after winning the state 
title in the 'number four's tour- 
nament' for Columbus last year. 
Culpepper won easily against 
Augusta losing only three 
games. 
Tom King, a junior from Ma- 
con, also playing his initial sea- 
son on the Southern squad, de- 
feated Stanford, 6-4, 6-3, to 
push his record to 5 wins and 
1 loss. 
Last season the Eagles defeat- 
ed Augusta twice; both times 
7-2. The two teams play each 
other once more on May 19, in 
Statesboro. 
—Kjerfve 
wKmmSSmKKSmSSKmSS^KSSmKk Special Photo - Clyda Citrria 
EAGLE DELIVERS SERVE 
Wally Culpepper Wings Singles and Doubles against Augusta 
BB«^«««»      -,,•. Jimmy Dobson1 
He Seldom Cracks a Smile 
J 
Special Photo - Clyde Currio 
JIMMY DOBSON 
Exhibits 5-1 Record 
Serious minded Jimmy Dobson seldom cracks a 
smile. Every fourth day, when it is his turn in the 
pitchiing rotation, he picks up his glove and goes out 
to the mound and does his job. No emotion, no ex- 
citement, Dobson just makes pitching look easy. 
He was given the honor of pitching the opening 
game against Tennessee Tech and responded by get- 
ting the Eagles off to a winning start. Since then he 
has beaten North Carolina, Amherst, and Mercer, 
losing to Bowling Green. The Mercer game was a 
Dobson dandy. He handcuffed the Bears on three 
hits. 
Last year Dobson compiled a 4-4 won-loss rec- 
ord. This record is deceptive because, then as this 
season, Dobson was  matched against the hardest 
teams. One game last year Dobson had the fans 
on the edge of the bleachers for over eight innings 
as he kept the opponents hitless. 
During the summer Dobson was at Shennan- 
doah, Va., in the Valley League. He Started the 
season as a pitcher and won his first game, but 
injuries struck several teammates down, and Dobson 
became a second baseman. He responded to the 
challenge, batting .352 for the campaign. 
Dobson throws the "hard hummer" and breaks 
off a curve ball that could hit you if you were 
standing behind a tree. He also adds a change-of- 
pace, knuckle ball and slider. 
Dobson is usually a good hitter but is so far 
having troubles at the plate. He explained that his 
timing is off due to night baseball. He is also one 
of the fastest men on the team. 
t 
Dobson,  who  is  a junior physics  major from 
Warner Robins, will be back next year. He will be  ff 
there, taking his position on the mound every fourth 
day. And he still won't smile. 
—ECKONROTH 
Eagles Nip Braves Twice 
Roddy Michele Hits Inside-the-Park Home Run 
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Georgia Southern swept both 
ends of a doubleheader against 
West Georgia College here Sat- 
urday. Southern bounced back_ 
with a revamped lineup to 'run" 
their record* for the season to 
20 and 6 after 4-1 and 5-4 vic- 
tories. 
The first game was won in 
the first inning when Ken Szot- 
kiewicz doubled in Pete Whit- 
field and then stole home with 
the winning run. It was the on- 
ly hit Southern got in the first 
game. 
Fireballing righthander Jim- 
my Dobson went the distance 
and recorded his fifth win of 
the season. He scattered six hits 
but limited the visitors to only 
one  run. 
In the nightcap Southern ex- 
ploded for five runs in the home 
first inning. Roddy Michele had 
an in-the-park-homerun to spark 
the rally. Jimmy Walters with 
three hits and Ralph Lynch with 
two hits and two RBI's were 
also batting stalwarts. 
Ronnie McLemore picked up 
his second win of the season 
against no setbacks. He needed 
help in the last inning and ace 
bullpenner Max Braun came in 
and saved the game with the 
winning run at the plate. 
—Eckenroth 
GSC 2,  WEST GEORGIA  1 
(April 15) 
West Georgia GSC 
Snyder cf 
Jack'n p 
Rut'ge 3b 
Fair'th lb 
Norton c 
Meyer rf 
Cul'.th 2b 
Lynes pr 
3rown If 
Arthur ph 
Sorter ss 
Totals 
ab r h bi 
3 0 0 0 Whit'd 3b 
3 0 10 Mich'e cf 
2 0 0 0 Szot'z 2b 
3 0 0 0 Cor'l c 
3 1 1 0 Long If 
3 0 2 0 Walt's ss 
3 0 2 0 Lynch lb 
0 0 0 0 Pevey rf 
2 0 0 0 Dobson p 
10 0 0 
2 0 0 1 
25 1 6 1 Totals 
ab r h bi 
2 10 0 
3 0 0 0 
3 111 
2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
WEST   GEORGIA 
GA.   SOUTHERN 
000 010 0—1 
200 000 x-2 
PO-A—West Georgia 18-5, GSC 2W 
DP—Szotkiewicz and Lynch. LOB—Wen 
Georgia, 4; GSC 1. 2B-Szotkiewicz. 
SB—Whitfield, Szotkiewicz,  Porter. 
.                              IP" H    R    ER  BB    SO; 
Jackson  L (1-1)        6 12    2     14 
Dobson   W (5-1)         7 6     110     6 
T—1:25. 
GSC 5, WEST GEORGIA 4 
(April 15) 
Welt Georgia GSC 
ab r h *i 
4 2 4 OWhit'd  3b 
3 l l 0 Mich'e  cf 
3 l  a oSzot'cz 2b 
4 o 1 2 Cor'l  c 
10 0 0 Long  If 
2 0 0 o Walt's  ss 
1 0 0 oLvnch  lb 
2 0 0 0 Pevey rf 
3 0 0 0 McL'me p 
10 0 0 Sraun p 
10 0 0 
0 0 0,0 
10 0". 
10 0 0 
0 On ii 
10 0 0 
28 4 7 2 Totals 
ab r h bi 
2 10 0 
3 112 
3 110 
1111 
3 110 
3 0 3 0 
•3022 
3 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Snyder  cf 
Jack'n 3b 
Meyer rf 
Fair'th lb 
Norton  c 
Davis c 
Evens ph 
Urth'r 2b 
?ut'ge If 3orter ss 
Lynes ss 
3ald'n p 
:ol'ns p 
rul'th ph 
Tar'ey p 
fil'ph 
Totals 24 5 9 5 
WEST   GEORGIA. 001 1 CO 5- 4 
GSC 500 000 x-5 
E—Michele 2, Szotkiewicz. PA-A- w^si 
Georgia 18-10; GSC 21-7. DP—Porter, 
Arthur and Faircloth 2, Arthur o:'(i 
Jackson, Szotkiewicz, Waters and Lynch. 
LOB —W e s t Georgia 6; GSC 3. 
2B—Snyder. 3B—Syndcr. HR—Michele. 
SB —Szotkiewicz, Snyder, Lynch. 
IP      H    R    ER  BB    SO 
^Baldwin   L   (0-1)      0       6     5     5     10 
' Collins     ...4       2     0     0     1      4 
Tarpley    2      2     0     0     0    2 
McLemore   W   C2-0)   6 2-3 6      4     3     4     7 
Braun 13    10    0     0        1 
x-Faces seven men in first. 
HBP—By Tarpley (Correll). PB— 
Norton. T—2:00. 
■HHHHMHHH     HHHi Special Photo - Clyde Curne 
KEN SZOTKIEWICZ IS    SAFE ON BASE 
Georgia Southern Exhibits a 22-6-1 Season Record 
Golfers Lose Two Meets 
----....•--— ' Special Photo - Clyde Currie 
COME ON BALL! HURRY UP! 
But Leahman Stanley Makes It to Base before the Ball 
fTie Eagles lost both ends of 
the three-way match that was 
held here last Monday between 
Mercer, University of Georgia 
and Southern. The Eagle links- 
men were defeated by Mercer 
5 .5 —6 .S- and by University of 
Georgia 6.5  —-ll.S 
Although this now makes the 
Eagle's season record 44 there 
were   two   bright   spots.     One 
was Ellen Gregory's pretty face 
as she walked beside Ray and 
the other was Randy Hill's two 
under par, 70. 
"I decided to play Hill in the 
number one slot because I fi- 
gured that he was the only play- 
er that wouldn't be scared by 
their  names,"   exlained   Coach 
Guthrie referring to University 
of Georgia"s Tom Barnes and 
Merce's Ed Everett. "Need- 
less to say, he didn't disappoint 
me." 
Hill had five birdies and three 
bogeys losing to Barnes by on- 
ly one stroke and defeating 
Mercer's "golden bear" by four 
strokes. 
RESULTS: 
Randy Hill, 70 strokes. 
Bobby Gastley, 76 strokes. 
Eddie Register, 78 strokes. 
Ray Gregory, 79 strokes. 
Dennis Raith, 79 strokes. 
Skip Mason, 91  strokes. 
DPA, Pop's Win 2 
DPA claimed two victories in 
National League action this 
week and Pop's Boys won two 
in American League action to 
highlight the men's intramural 
softball play. 
The DPA's edged Delta Sig- 
ma Pi 7-3 and slipped past the 
Rebels 5-1. The Low Lifes 
trounced   DPA   earlier   in    the 
week 16-3. In other National Le- 
ague action the Delta Sigs nosed 
out the Henpecks 11-10 and the 
Low Lifes nipped the White 
Knights 3-2. 
APO defeated PEK 9-5 and 
Sigma Epsilon Chi beat the Re- 
bels 4-2. The White Knights re- 
corded their first victory, drub- 
bing Sig Eps,  12-2. 
Pop's Boys took victories ov- 
er BSU and the Hawks by "~ 
scores of 6-0 and 22-13. Tlw 
expecteds   also  picked  up   . 
win   '     K'   "  7, the Bulk.ogs 4-2 
and turning back the Raiders 
15-7. In other ac.ion the Mets 
beat the Raiders 7-4 and the 
Blue  Ribbons downed the Mets 
18-16. The PV's 5 - Falcons 3, 
and the Bulldogs ended last 
week's action defeating BSU 9-7. 
1 
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Broucek Leads    Piano Festival 
Dr. Jack Broucek, professor 
of music, will conduct the fourth 
annual Piano Festival in Savan- 
nah at the Municipal Auditor- 
ium, Monday evening, April 24. 
This program features over 100 
piano students playing on 14 pi- 
anos in ensemble performance. 
A feature of the program will 
be the "Concerto for Four Pi- 
anos"   by  J.   S.   Bach;   it  will 
be performed by four students 
and a string orchestra. 
Broucek will conduct the Bach 
Concerto again in Atlanta with 
the same students and the San- 
dy Springs High School string 
orchestra as a feature of the 
Southeastern Division of the Mu- 
sic Educators National Confer- 
ence meeting in Atlanta, April 
26-29. 
... Congress 
Continued from Page 1 
Mike   Brundage   for  president; 
James  Williams,   Charles   Lie- 
Nielsen, and Sammy Price for 
first    vice-president;     Durwood 
Fincher   and  Jerry   Mulderick 
for second vice-president; Rich- 
ard Pfund, John Thornton, and 
Bill Kingery for treasurer; and 
Jane Patton for secretary. Tom- 
my  Adams,   Jane   Dukes,   and 
Jimmy   McMasters,   previously 
congress nominees, declined no- 
mination. In the place of Jane 
Dukes,   Congress   alternate  no- 
minee Hal Walls is now in con-l 
tention for first vice-president.' 
Congress  voted not to fill  the 
other vacated nomination slots. 
Congress  also  decided  Tues- 
day that all candidates will be 
given the opportunity to make 
a  3-minute  speech in  front of 
the Williams Center at 5:30 p. 
m., Tuesday, April 25. This, ac- 
cording to Olmstead, will hope- 
fully build additional interest in 
the election. 
Ward Attends     I Waller Appointed 
Honors Meet 
*. \ 
Dr. Robert David Ward, pro- 
fessor of history, is currently 
attending the Southern Honors 
Symposium in New Orleans, 
La., sponsored by Tulane Uni- 
versity. 
The objective of the confer- 
ence is to discuss honors pro- 
gramming in southern colleges 
and universities. 
'Head Start Head' 
, Miss Gladys Waller, assistant 
professor of education, has been 
appointed coordinator of Train- 
ing Area IV in the Head Start 
Project. Area IV includes Ap- 
pling, Bulloch, Jeff-Davis, Tatt- 
nall, Wayne, and Long Counties, 
and aides will be taking the 
course to be qualified to work 
in the Head Start Program this 
summer. 
I 
FIFTEEN  Different Kinds 
of 
PIZZA featured 
**• PARAGON 
DIAL 4-2914 
MMBRD 
KniTT ■ 
pullovers 
Abathmf 
*l VI.III 
3c### Straw berHeS& 
wearables,— <&!&$$£ u£ 
OPEN ALL DAY EVERY WEDNESDAY 
'For Your Shopping Pleasure' 
H^^Ml 
#iiutiprtt I?lte ■ 
Barbara Cronk confesses that she is an 
"Army Brat." Presently a Fort Benning 
native, she has also lived in Europe 
while her father was on tour of duty. A 
freshman "I'm not sure" major, she en- 
joys baseball, travel and friendly people. 
"Barby," as her friends call her, is also 
president of Lewis Hall House Council. 
7^e &&(teye tyate 0a£et&iia 
LET US PLAN YOUR 
PARTY OR BANQUET 
>*0/,. ty* 
°
r4tV' 
6>< % 
*Mond ay ^Tuesday-4 
All  The 
FRIED CHICKENf 
You   Can   Eat 
i 
Sunday* 
free 
CHILD'S PLATE 
'*">*,    ""it/ft 
*o 
67 
■Saturday. 
STEAK NITE 
'/s   Pound   Rib   Eye 
*1.19 
With   Baked   Potato 
and   Tossed   Salad 
'Wednesday. 
Family Nite 
Turkey & Dressing 
* Sweet Potatoes 
* Green Beans 
* Roll ar.d Drink 
Meal Tickets At  Discount 
Call 764-5114 
67 
ut 'Ktuy&t l/ida^e <ut <fa>i$c<i rfue, 
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Masquers—The Anatomy   of  a 
Actors , Crew Laugh,C 
By SUE SIMS 
The house lights are slowly dimmed; the curtains are Opened; 
play has begun. Opening night of any play is the culmination of wee 
the director, set designers, costumes, and all "behind the scenes" p< 
The first step in the production of a play is the selection of a play by 1 
pie task is complicated by the limitations of stage space, the lack of a 
acting abilites of student acors, and predictable audience response to 
which can be found in many contemporary plays. 
Try Out 
After selecting the play, the 
director must then arrange 
for try-outs to aid him with 
casting. Try-outs are rela- 
tively short, but this period 
of time, an eternity to the 
hopeful actor, reflects the 
varied emotions of desire, 
doubt, hope, eagerness, stud- 
ied indifference, despair, and, 
for the unsuccessful, total de- 
feat. 
After the announcement 
of the complete cast, the new- 
ly born stars cannot quite 
hide their elation, and those 
not chosen cannot hide their 
disappointment. The disap- 
pointed ones are urged to 
help with backstage work, 
while' the appointed ones are 
The second "George-Anne" special feature section is dedi- 
cated to the college Masquers and their hundreds of hours 
which have been dedicated to next week's production of 
"Pantagleize." A special word of gratitude for the unfail- 
ing cooperation of Masquers Director Miss Marge Thomas, 
and to Miss Sue Sims, a former Masquers member who 
graciously consented to write the inside story for this 
section. 
Encouragement, Criticism from Director 
being urged to learn lines as 
quickly as possible. 
Rehearsals 
Only after these prelimi- 
nary steps are completed car 
the real business of play pro- 
duction begin. Rehearsals be- 
gin in earnest after questions 
are asked, answered, repeat- 
ed, answered again; after de- 
liberations about costumes 
and furniture have finally 
ended in agreement and, af- 
ter almost everyone involved 
with the play has dismissed 
the nagging suspicion the re- 
sults just couldn't be worth 
all the trouble. 
Rehearsal is a trial and er- 
ror period of almost comical 
results 'during the first few 
practice periods. No one 
knows exactly where to go 
while on stage, or what to do 
while off stage. 
Confusion 
In whispered consultations 
off stage, the amateur actors 
decide the exact location of 
the mysterious "stage right", 
and conclude that "getting 
into character" is just a fan- 
cy way of saying "act your 
part." 
While actors worry about 
memorizing lines, the props 
director decides that feather 
boas just aren't available, 
and the set designer begins 
to have qualms about moving 
a two hundred pound mon- 
strosity of a carefully con- 
structed rock onto the stage. 
Solutions 
Does it really matter that 
the wooden rock won't even 
fit through the narrow stage 
doors? Not a bit. Someone, 
somehow, will come up with 
a solution - hopefully before 
opening night. The make-up 
artist, lost in a dream world 
of grease paint, cold cream, 
and green eye shadow, must 
find some way to make a 
seventeen year old starlet 
look as if she is a matron of 
45. 
The costume designer 
learns that the 18th century 
costumes of last year's play 
can be adapted to suit the re- 
quirements of a 20th century 
production for this year. Af- g 
ter all, the costumes, before 
adapted for the 18th century 
play, were actual wearing 
apparel donated to Masquers 
by 20th century college stu- 
dents. 
Emotions Mount 
Weeks of rehearsal fly past, g 
then drag by, they fly once | 
again. The week before the g 
play  arrives,   tension  builds 
by the  minute.    Arguments 
are    frequent    among    cast E 
members, and no one can ex- 
plain why they occur. 
The director is short on the 
virtue of patience, and often 
\ 
Layout 
is more apt to demanc 
request, to shout th 
plead, to cry than to 
Unduly criticized, the f 
ftar breaks into hj 
tears and rushes off st 
be consoled - or ignore 
pending on the general 
of the cast. 
The leading male ha 
ken his engagement t 
girl back home and c 
play the part of a can 
cheerful playboy. Not! 
absolutely nothing - ci 
worse  than the utter 
Coffee Break 
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a Play 
,Cry, Work 
ened; the stage lights brighten; and the 
>f weeks of strenuous work for actors, 
ies" personnel who are vital to the play. 
ay by the director. This apparently sim- 
;k of adequate lighting facilities, limited   r^S^, 
nse to particularly unpopular themes   ' 
lyouf by Bjorn Kjerfve 
demand than 
tout than to 
:han to smile. 
3d, the female 
into hysteric 
3S off stage to 
>r ignored, de- 
general mood 
male has bro- 
ement to the 
e and cannot 
if a care-free, 
>y. Nothing - 
ing - can be 
; utter  chaos 
of the week before opening 
night. 
Worth It? 
Again the unspoken quest- 
ion of, "Is it really worth all 
this trouble?" runs through 
the minds of everyone from 
worried set designers to the 
distraught director. 
Dress rehearsal! That fa- 
tal phrase can only mean 
that opening night is just 
twenty-four hours away. All 
actors are completely made- 
up and in costume. The mal- 
es of the cast are, for the 
most part, resigned to the re- 
pulsive idea that they must 
mask their masculinity with 
make-up. 
Responsibility?? 
Last minute additions are 
made to the list of props, 
nails are strategically ham- 
mered in to keep the set from 
faling apart, and the direc- 
tor warns that from now on, 
she can't, or won't, be res- 
ponsible for the play. 
Opening night! A sense of 
responsibility is evident as 
everyone agrees that "we" 
must make "our" play a 
success. Rumors begin that a 
talent scout is in the audi- 
ence, and tension is at a cli- 
max. "Five minutes!", whis- 
pers the messenger from the 
director. 
Last Minutes 
The lighting technician 
frantically tries to remember 
whether to dim the blue or 
the red lights in the second 
scene; the props director 
finally locates his precious 
feather boa under the couch 
on stage; the make-up art- 
ists punt finishing touches on 
the actors; the seventeen 
year old starlet is a compos- 
ite picture of a grayed, wrin- 
kled, matron; actors get and 
give cues at the last minute. 
."One minute!" is the cry 
which begins an eerie silence 
to all who have control of 
this play. 
'Break a Leg' 
An indistinguishable some- 
one whispers,/"Break a leg." 
to no one in particular. The 
familiar professional sound 
of this ironic good-luck state- 
ment is revived, passed from 
one actor to another, and re- 
peated with rising confidence 
and love for fellow actors, 
the play, and even the awe- 
some audience. 
After all, they're just peo- 
ple like we are, and many of 
them are friends and rela- 
tives. 
"Break a leg." 
They must have wanted to 
,see us or they wouldn't be 
here. 
"Break a leg." 
I wonder if there really is 
a talent scout out there? 
"Break a leg." 
Sure hope we remember 
what to do when we have a 
curtain call. 
"Break a leg." 
That rock doesn't even look 
Blocking, the First Big Test of Coordination 
like it weighs two hundred 
pounds. 
"Break a leg." 
Maybe I'll even make it to 
Broadway someday - maybe. 
"Break a leg." 
The consensus? It's worth 
the time and trouble! 
The house lights are slowly 
dimmed; the curtains are op- 
ened; the stage lights bright- 
ened; and the play has be- 
gun. ■ 
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se Break!! Everyone Participates Costuming, Can Be Embarassing 
'You Make a Picture-Then Paint It' 
Actors "Pancake" Their Own Makeup 
Make-up Artist 
Tells Secrets 
Of Profession 
By PAT GROOVER 
Feature   Editor 
"You make a picture and 
you paint it." That is the way 
Miss Victoria Haro-Lopez de- 
scribed the art of applying 
the stylized make-up of "Pan- 
tagleize." 
Miss Lopez, arriving at 
Georgia Southern last fall to 
teach Spanish and French, 
was shocked to find no one 
trained in make-up and cos- 
tuming to work with Mas- 
quers and Opera Workshop. 
She set out to remedy the 
situation. During winter quar- 
ter, a make-up workshop was 
scheduled and well attended, 
according to Miss Lopez. 
She would rather teach the 
students to do their own work 
since the performances are 
student productions. 
Experience 
. Originally from Yuma, 
Ariz., Miss Lopez has been on 
and behind stage for several 
years. While receiving her 
Bachelor of Arts degree at 
Bob Jones University in 
Greenville, S. C, she worked 
with the Classic Players on 
such productions as the op- 
era "Faust" and several 
Shakespearean plays. She de- 
signed and costumed Shake- 
speare's "Taming of the 
Shrew." 
Working on her Master's 
degree in drama at the Uni- 
versity of Arizona, she stud- 
ied under Dr. Farfax Walkup, 
author on the costuming text- 
book entitled "Dressing the 
Part." 
Speaks Spanish 
She has worked with Ro- 
manof and Juliet, Auntie Ma- 
/ 
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Finishing Strokes, Every Wrinkle Exact 
me, Prince and the Show 
Girl and the Madwoman of 
Chaillot at the Corral Thea- 
tre in Tucson, Ariz. 
Spanish features reveal her 
ancestral background. Her 
mother, born in Spain, mov- 
ed to Mexico where she mar- 
ried Mr. Lopez, who is Mexi- 
can.   The   family   lived   in 
Mexico until the last territor- 
ial purchase by the United 
States, the Gadsden pur- 
chase. At this time, their 
home  and  surrounding  land 
became part of Arizona. 
Spanish is Miss Lopez's na- 
tive language and is spoken 
in her home. 
On stage Miss Lopez has 
played in the Twelfth Night 
as Viola, the Merchant of 
Venice as Jessica, and Hen- 
ry VIII as Catherine of Ar- 
gon, among other parts. 
Likes 'Pancake' 
Pancake make-up was used 
in South Pacific. Miss Lopez 
finds it easier than grease 
paint. No cold cream is need- 
ed and it is not as messy as 
grease paint. Younger per- 
formers do not risk skin irri- 
tation or infection with pan- 
cake make-up that they 
might have with grease paint, 
since it contains lead and 
tends to open the pores. 
When discussing techniques 
of applying make-up, Miss 
Lopez explained that she us- 
es her hand as a pallet, such 
as is used in oil painting, 
putting different colors on her 
hand. She does not use a pen- 
cil for lines when aging an 
actor. Instead she finds that 
brown, red and black liners 
do not leave a harsh line. 
Finally she blends the make- 
up to create a smooth ap- 
parance. 
Rehersal 
One of the tasks before op- 
ening night is the make-up 
rehearsal. Just as during a 
dress rehearsal, mistakes are 
caught. In the effect of the 
make-up is not correct when 
seen on stage, the make-up 
artist must find the error and 
perhaps start over. 
At this time the students 
working with Miss Lopez are 
volunteers   with   no   special 
prerequisites. They learn as 
they work. Art majors are 
especially welcome because a 
knowledge of the anatomy of 
face and bone structure is 
helpful. Anyone interested 
will find that they can help 
with no previous experience, 
yet while performing simple 
but necessary tasks, they will 
be learning. 
Mrs. Haro-Lopez — 
The Professional Touch 
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